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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, February 8, 1945
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Blood Donors Now
Total 108 Persons;
More Are Needed
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Caldwell Volunteers
Will Go To Henderson Next Thursday;
Cars Also Wanted

Coming Red Cross
Campaign Is Most
Vital In History

Pvt. John B. Nelson
Decorated For Valor

, Casualties On Battle• fields At All-Time
• Peak, Chairman
Simmons Points Out

Polio Quota Far
Surpassed Here

Princeton Boys
To Observe 35th
Scout Anniversary
Court of Honor Will
Be Held Friday Night;
Store Windows To
Show Activities

Soldier Shot In
County Saturday

kinsville Has
Burley Sale

Tigers And Salem
To Open Tourney

Capitol Presents
18 Best Pictures

Prompt Recapping
Of Tires Urged
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Rescue Unit Leader

Number 31

A total of 108 persons had reWith United States and Allied
Joining with 12 million other
gistered to donate blood at Henarmies now engaging in offensive
derson Thursday, Feb. 15, from
boys in cej.ebrating the 35th anwarfare
on
all
fronts
and
casualCaldwell county and 20 others
niversary of founding of the
ties at the peak of this or .any
had offered their automobiles for
movement in this country,
other war, the annual Red Cross
41,
Emery
Mrs.
the
Dobbins,
trip,
A, a
Princeton's
Boy Scouts will obWar
Fund
campaign,
which
will
•
co-chairman here, said Wednesbe launched here and throughout
serve Boy Scout Week, February
day.
for
Last
registration
is
day
tUt.'
ClU 11436L30‘)Citat.300001.
the Nation March 1, becomes the
Wednesday, Feb. 7.
8-14, with a Court of Honor and
'WAWA A
MAW.'
most vitally important such
The
Cross
Red
Mobile
by showing various phases of
Unit
Aoi
financial
effort in history, Thos.
will set up at the Baptist Church
Scouting in windows here.
Maj. Robert Lapham (above), J. Simmons, chairman for CaldIn Henderson, corner Elm and of Davenport, Ia., organizer
The Court of Honor will be
and well county, said this week.
A
held at the George Coon Memor
Center streets, the same place leader of guerilla fighters
who
The national quota for this
ial Library Friday night, Feb. 9,
as last year, Mrs. Dobbins said, for three years harassed
Pvt. John B. Nelson
Japanese campaign was increased recentstarting at 7:30 o'clock, R. S.
and next Thursday is Caldwell on Luzon until
return of U. S. ly from $180 million to $200 milAn
interesting
news
release
o signs, one written in Japanese and the other in English, listing the rules and regulations county's day to furnish blood to troops, led a guerilla unit in the lion, Mr. Simmons said, because from European headquarters in Gregory, chairman of the advancement committee for the
ed by the Japanese commander-in-chief are posted outside the Santo Tomas internment camp save the lives of men wounded rescue of 486 Yanks M a Sap
of the rising tempo of the war, France to W. L. Granstaff con- Three Rivers District,
nila, P. I. This photo was taken by a Japanese serviceman and found in a Jap barracks after on the fighting fronts in Europe, prison
said Wedcamp
in
eastern
Luzon'
the Nazi break-through in Bel- cerns his nephew, Pvt. John B. nesday. Other members
re of Tacloban, Leyte. (AP Wirephoto from Navy).
Italy and the Philippines.
of this
(AP Wirephoto).
Nelson,
gium
now
serving
in
December,
in
the
29th
many
InAs the peak of fighting has
committee are W. L. Mays and
fantry
Division,
thousands
of
prisoners
Brittany,
taken
France.
by
been reached, or is near, Mrs.
W. D. Armstrong.
Allied forces on the eastern and He has been awarded the Purple
Dobbins pointed out, and casualThree members of Troop No.
Heart,
Oak
western
Leaf
European
fronts, and
Cluster and 42, Joe Weeks, scoutmaster, will
ties in battle are at the highest
the thousands of starving and Silver Star for "meritorious have honors conferred
point in history, the need for
upon
needy in the Philippines and in service, over and beyond the them: Charles Yates,
blood is great and urgent. She
to be adcall
of
Europe.
duty."
said that while it appears likely
vanced to First Class Scout and
Donations And Benery Club members voted at governing factors, a Rotarian
The citation stated that Private to receive two merit
Caldwell county's quota,
Pvt. James C. Crayne
Caldwell volunteers will go to
- badges;
fits Yield $1,347 For Henderson
meeting Tuesday night to said.
Nelson
"went
originally
fixed
out
at
unassisted
$5,300
this
and
Brent Phillips, to be advanced
in sufficient number
Was Missing From
annually upon the occasexposed
While the club members realyear,
to
is
expected
enemy
to
be
fire
increased.
and set to First Class Scout, and Fred
Infantile Paralysis Fight to meet the expected quota from
Texas Camp
f the anniversary of the ize the choice each year might
in proportion to the national charge to detonate an unexplod- Taylor, to be Second Class
Princeton and Caldwell county this county, not enough indiviScout.
International,
'ng of Rotary
not, in every instance, be the
Pvt. James C. Crayne, Haw total, Mr. Simmons said, urging ed mine, in direct path of allied
duals have offered their blood as
Troop No. 39, of which Alton
contributed
of
a
$1,347
total
to
ary 23, a silver loving cup outstanding youth, boy or girl,
yet and urged others to come for- Ridge section of Caldwell county, the same generous response in advance," and that "such brav- Templeton was leader but which
Outstanding Youth" of its committee will endeavor to the Infantile Paralysis fund this ward and register before the
Princeton and throughout the ery reflects great credit, upon now has Russell Goodaker
as
wanted for being absent withunty.
rural districts as was given last himself and the military serv- scoutmaster, will have six
have the award go to the most year, Billie T. Gresham, chair- deadline.
out leave from Camp Maxey, year, when the county's quota ice."
ore card will be prepared deserving, an officer said.
man, reported this week. The
Those who have registered
Scouts for honors: Larry Pedley,
Texas, since November 17, was was somewhat larger and donase of a secret committee
Although a Union countain, to be advanced to Second
Mrs. Cleo Ingram Katz pre- county's quota was $500.
will
receive
cards advising
Class
shot
through
the
left shoulder tions were in excess of the quota. Private Nelson was a resident of Scout; William
will name the annual sented an organ recital as the
Mays, to Star
Mr. Gresham expressed his whose car they are to go in and by a military policeman
from
r, with character, leader- entertainment feature of the
The Red Cross drive will be- Princeton at the time he joined Scout; Jimmie O'Hara, to reare asked to contact their car
achievement, scholarship program, using the Christian thanks to all who aided in the owner to arrange a place of Camp Campbell Saturday after- gin here Thursday, March 1, Mr. the armed forces, and his wife ceive two merit
badges; Bill
successful
financial campaign
itizenship as the principal Church organ.
meeting and the time to start noon, Feb. 3, when he sought to Simmons said, and an effort will and four children live on S. Sparks, to receive three merit
here and praised the generous re
escape
arrest
home
near
the
of
Jefferson
be
street.
made
to
complete
the cantheir trip to Henderson.
badges; Dickie Gregory, three
sponse of numerous individuals,
PTA WILL OBSERVE
Persons who have volunteered his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy vass in Princeton, which is inmerit badges and Paul Cunningthe schools, Capitol Theater patCrayne,
Camp
Campbell
authori- tended to give every individual
ham, three merit badges.
ANNUAL DAD'S NIGHT rons, basketball teams, the Elks since last week's report include: ties said today.
an opportunity to contribute, in
Mrs. Don Boitnott, Urey Nichols,
The public is invited to attend
Lodge
and
leaders
gave
who
The wounded man is in the one week.
FRIDAY AT BUTLER HI
Mrs. S. 0. Catlett, Mrs. A. J.
the
Court of Honor, especially all
Princeton PTA will observe their time to promotion of var- Stewart, Katherine Kevil, Louise Camp Campbell hospital, where
Leaders will be named next
adult Scouters of the district and
his
Wednesday
condition
Dad's night, Friday, Feb. 9, at ious benefits during the drive.
was
reweek,
the
chairman
said, and
Kevil, Howard McConnell, Alvin
parents of Scouts and Cubs.
avid Mitchell, Cobb, Butler High School
The chairman's statement esauditorium,
Rotary Benefit Event
Lisanby, Mrs. W. D. Ramage, ported satisfactory. His brother, detailed plans for the canvass,
Troops No. 42 and No. 39 will
pecially
thanks
the
Eastside
ts $27 Average
Pvt.
C.
Henry
Crayne,
at the regular monthly session.
was ar- in divisions of town and county,
Mrs. Cora Glover, Mrs. Robert
decorate windows in the KenAt
Fredonia
Holds
School,
under
leadership
of
Miss
This annual observance is for the
n Dark Fired
Boone, Mrs. Jessie Williamson, rested by the Camp Campbell will be worked out with team
tucky Utilities office building
Elouise Jones, for a contribution
Interest
Wide
ays threatening to top the purpose of increasing the memMrs. Mildred 011er, Guy Nabb, military police at the same time captains. No organization dinner
and Cub Pack No. 239, Dr.
of $9430; Butler and Junior High
Butler's Tigers and the Salem Ralph Blazier, cut2master, will
t, but never quite making bership, and a full attendance,
Novaleigh Newsom, Mr. and Mrs. and place and the same charge. meeting is planned this time, Mr.
under leadership of Mrs. Frank
T
h
e
brothers'
apprehension
with
dads
as
guests,
Simmons
said.
will
High
be
will
apteam
open the decorate the large center wipNames of the Red
far this reason, the HopOrland Newsom, Mack Spickarck;
Craig, $42.00; the Butler-Salem
ille Burley floors captured preciated by those in &large,
and W. M. Young and Mr, had been requested of the Camp Cross workers will be published Princeton Rotary Club's Invita- dow of the J. C. Penny store, it
basketball
game,
$66.00,
Prof.
Campbell
authorities
by the next week, he indicated.
tional Basketball tournament in was announced this week. The
igh average for Monday in Mrs. Craddock Jaggers, presiKathleen Perkins, Fredonia.
Jeff Watson, Coach Goodaker
Red Cross prisoner-of-war food the Fredonia High gym this window dressing will be under
tate. Opening at Butlers, dent, stated. Mrs. Mary Tufford
Those who have volunteered provost marshall's office at Camp
and
players
of
both
teams; the
to furnish their cars for the trip Maxey, they said. When found packages, of two types, will be afternoon at 1:30 o'clock, with supervision of the scoutmasters,
high returns gave indica- and Miss Martha Schultz, Butler
Home Ec. Club of Fredonia High
that the market would High teachers, will have charge
to Henderson are: J. F. Graham, the missing soldiers were in received by Mr. Simmons soon six other well matched squads Mr. Templeton and Ar. D. Armfor conducting a very effective
selling brought still better of the program. Members of the
Mrs. Henry Terry, Edwin Lamb, civilian clothes. Pvt. James and will be used for a window waiting their turns to take the strong, chairman of activities.
campaign in Fredonia and coms at Planters', where 128,- Home Ec class will %erve tea
Mrs. M. L. Franklin, Virginia Crayne made a dash for a woods, displaY to focus attention upon court to decide the winner.
By Scouts of the Hendersonmunity under the sponsorship of
At 2:30 o'clock this afternoon, Union District, Western Kentucounds went for an average and light refreshments at the
Morgan, Urey Nichols, Mrs. near his parents' home, refusing the financial campaign. MerMrs.
Moore,
Lucille
which
net94, the highest reported close of the program.
George Stephens, Woodrow Ash- the halt when repeated ordered chants will be asked to include Eddyville and Fredonia teams ky Area Council, Boy Scouts of
ted $70; Fredonia-Louisville Bapa Red Cross appeal in all their will meet and tonight at 7:30 America, will present a Scout
by, Claude P'Pool, William Jones, to do so, the M.Ps stated.
y loose floor this year.
tist Seminary basketball game,
He signed a statement later advertisements in newspapers o'clock, Cobb will play Trigg Radio Play over Station
Mrs. Mitchell Clift, Howard Mc• report from the DepartWSON
under the direction of Coach
February 22 through County High. The second game at 4 o'clock, Sunday afternoon,
of Aviculture on Monday's
Connell, J. L. Hays, Mack in which he admitted having from
Taylor and Prof. A. D. Smith,
been
AWOL
other
on
two
occasMarch 15, Mr. Simmons said.
tonight will find Kuttawa's Feb. 11. The play is under the
Spickard, Mrs. Robert Jacob,
ined sale of the two floors
which netted $33.50, and the Elks'
Lyons, winners of the recent direction
Alvin Lisanby, Herbert Vickery, ions during his 3 years in the
a total of 173,720 pounds
of Scouter Hecht
party, with net proceeds of $100.
Caldwell-Lyon tournament play- Lackey. This is a part of the
Orland Newsom, Paul Murphy. Army and having been sentencor $81,244.11, or an average
Coin collectors at business places
ed to 5 years' imprisonment for
ed here, pitted against the Council-wide celebration of Boy
.77. The closest figure reLocal Theater Brought swelled the total in the amount
one such offense.
Francis squad, which recently Scout Week which starts Feb.
for the day was at Lexof $77. Money sent direct to
won a close game from the locals 8, commemorating the 35th an, where the average hit
Pick Of Movies Here
the White House via birthday
on the home floor.
niversary of Scouting in AmeriCommittee Named Here
In 1944
greeting cards is not including
Indications are for a capacity ca.
in
the
To
total
Help
reported
but
Enlist
will
Eighteen
WACs
of the 20 best pictures
Farmers Will See
Sells Well
crowd at tonight's games, a
Field Executive Russell L.
the Dark Fired market of 1944, as selected in the annual be credited to this county when
member of the Rotary Club's Efker, Scoutmaster Clarence A.
For
Work
In
Hospitals
Get
How
More
To
Passenger Car Quota
ay, prices were good. At Film Daily poll, have already tabulated, Mr. Gresham said.
committee said Wednesday, with J. Feix of Henderson, and DistIn response to a nation-wide
Work Done
Young 53,870 pounds were been shown at the Capitol Thea- The campaign at the Capitol
supporters of all eight teams rict Committeemen Hecht Lackey
For February Cut;
appeal for enlistment of WACs,
Theater under the sponsorship of
at an average of $25.45. ter according to Thomas
Studies made by the College sending sizeable delagations to have selected Scouts
from HenJ. SimAuto Owners Warned inaugurated by the War Depart- of Agriculture and Home Eco- the
Mgr. Tom Simmons, netted $232.
crops reported were those mons, manager. The
tournament.
ment,
Feb.
1,
Gov.
Willis
derson-Union District to play the
S.
S.
other two
Passenger car tire quota for
zel McGee, Rt. 2, Green- have, been shown
nomics on ways some farmers do
characters and are holding reonly in key
the month of February have has asked every mayor in Ken- farm jobs quicker and easier to
with 1318 pounds $31.81 cities at advanced prices and
tucky to lend full support to
hearsals prior to the presentaHomemakers Schedule
are Training Course For
been
cut
by
the
of
Price
Office
ge; and David Mitchell, Just now
this cause. Dr. W. L. Cash, mayor, save labor and to do a more efbeing made available Den Chiefs To Start
Fri., Feb. 9, Eddyville Road, tion of the play.
Administration
1,600,000,
to
the
1, Cobb, with 4338 pounds, to all theaters.
ficient job will be revealed
They will be
lowest since October, 200,000 has appointed a committee for through motion pictures and dis- 2 p.m., place to be announced.
verage.
Caldwell
county,
shown here as soon as playdates Here Thursday, Feb. 15
including
Mrs.
Tues., Feb. 13, Lebanon, 2 p.m., American Aviation
fewer than last month and 400,OSS, Heltsley, and Frankel,
A training school for Den 000 below December. Quotas of C. A. Pepper, chairman, Mrs. J. cussion in meetings to be held Mrs. Tillie Pickering, hostess.
can be arranged, Mr. Simmons
pounds were offered for an said.
Chiefs, to be conducted by Dr. tires for tractor-implement use, W. Myers, Mrs. Salem Jones, at Fredonia and Princeton, TuesThurs. Feb. 15, Friendship, 2 Makes Inquiry Here
ge of $24.08, with
high
American Aviation, Inc., of
The Film Daily poll is conduct- Ralph Blazitr and Alton Tem- on the other hand, remain un- Carwin Cash and Dorothy Ann day and Wednesday nights, at p.m., Mrs. F. F. Taylor, hostess.
of $32.
Wilmington, Del., has sent a reed through representative critics, pleton, will hold its organization changed at 50,000. The February Davis, to serve in an effort to 7:30 o'clock, February 13 and
quest to Princeton for informacolumnists, and commentators of meeting in Dr. Blazier's office, reduction, states Brig. Gen. carry out the program in the 14, respectively, County Agent
tion upon the location here of a
newspapers, magazines, and radio Franklin and Market streets, Royal Lord, deputy chief of community. Need for WACs in all J. F. Graham said today.
"Farmers have given thought
pick-up point for airplanes on a
with all pictures released during Thursday night, Feb. 15, at 7 staff to General Eisenhower, Army general hospitals throughcommercial route, for the purthe year being considered, a total )'clock, it was announced this "can be smumed up in two out the country is urgent, the often to easier and faster ways
of doing farm work and thus
pose of taking on mail and exof 479 participated in the 1944 week. The new Den Chiefs are words -- military necessity." He mayor is informed.
getting more done. Some farmpress, Henry Sevison, president
poll, selecting the 20 best pict- needed to replace some of the pointed out that tires on war
Local Church Has
ers, of course, get more done than
of the First National Bank, said
Boy Scouts who have been serv- equipment wear out at an
ected Secretary Of ures in the order listed:
Mrs. Bennie Buchanan
others. Skilled workers have
this week. Mr. Sevison furnished
Going My Way, Song of Ber- ing the last year in this capacity "er ormous rate" and that the
Quota In Sight, Rev.
ntucky Elomemakers nadette, Since You Went Away, but who now have jobs, and for military
found ways to handle their hands
the applicant with data requestHas Eye Removed
"simply doesn't have
E. S. Denton Says
and feet in doing jobs to save
ed.
Mrs.
Bennie
Buchanan,
Hopreplacements
as
they
Madam
are
needed,
Curie,
Dragon Seed,
Lexington
enough tires." And in the words
The Crusade for Christ cantata
. Lester Paris, president of White Cliffs of Dover, Gas Light, Mr. Templeton, neighborhood of Max McCullough, Deputy kinsville street, is recovering, time. Some of these skilled workpresented
by the Methodist
. Thomas Lacey and son,
aldwell County Homemak- A Guy Named Joe,. The Story Scout commissioner, said. It is OPA Administrator for ration- after the removal of an eye 'ast ers accomplish three or four
church choir, was well received 41rit
my,
8
returned Monday from
Association, was elected of Doctor Wessel, Lassie Comes anticipated about 12 Scouts will ing, "the reduced passenger car week. The operation was per- times as much work as others,
ary of the Kentucky Home- Home, Double Inderhnity, Ar- take• the cource of training over vital importance of prompt re- formed by Dr. I. Z. Barber, as- County Agent Graham said. last Sunday. When the Scars- Springfield, Mo., where they
sisted by Dr. Frank Giannini., "Such skilled workers have been !Tient of the Lord's Supper was visited Pfc. Limey, stationed at
s' Federation at a meeting senic And Old Lace, The Miracle a period of eight weeks.
capping and tire repairs."
Loss of sight, following a severe studied with a stop watch and observed, the participants left O'Reilly General Hospital.
ting delegates held last of Morgan's Creek, Destination
Owners of passenger cars,
infection and swelling of the a motion picture camera. They $1,036 on the altar of the church
in connection with the an- Tokyo, Mr. Skeffington, See Here Arilliam Satterfield
trucks and busses in 1.945 will
eyeball, necessitated the opera- have found that there is an eas- for world relief and reconstructFarm and Home Convention Private HargrOve, Jane Eyre, The Undergoes Operation
face the hardest period since the
ier way to do a lot of farrin jobs. ion, the Rev. E. S. Denton said.
William Satterfield, formerly war began -- with 1,500,000 more tion.
University of Kentucky. Sullivans, and The Adventures
Success has been assured the
They have also found some gen. Paris will assume the 2- of Mark Twain.
Princeton, now employed by passenger cars breaking dpwn
Princeton Methodists in reacheral rules about saving time."
In commenting on having the Southern Bell Telephone Co., during the year; with gasoline 'Work Or Jail' Threat
term of office at the beginMr. Graham said with an ing their goal of $1,532, toward
of the program year Sept- brought Princeton movie-goers A t Owensboro, underwent an and tire supplies remaining
Your government needs
Gets
farm labor shortage, any the denominational fund allocatacute
Louisville
Workers
✓ I.
so many of last year's best pict- 3peration for hernia at the Davis critically short; and with the
and asks its citizens in this
ed to this purpose, Mrs. Denton
Louisville,
Feb.
info*nation
6
—
The
that
threat
will
lead
to
hazier member of the Hop- ures Manager Simmons said. county Hospital, Monday, Feb. serious shortage of lead 'neces166th week of the war to:
said. Efforts will be continued
ille Road Homemakers "It is our constant engeavor to 5. His parents are Mr. and Mrs. sitating greater public conserva- of "work-or-jail" legislation be- greater efficiency is valuable.
1. Employ special nurses
by the local Crusade Counci) to
fore
Roy
Congress
sending
Proctor,
is
workof
the
Farm
Mrs. Paris has served is give intertainment of unusul Guy Satterfield, S. Seminary tion of batteries4 9WI states in
only when you are criticalers of the Louisville area • into Management Deqartment,. Col- exceed the quota for the Crusade
street His riptiliar
Xjeacler ha homilies:phis/"4 ljnet In al! Rieltfulot
'str,,,t.tfdnths
.1011 -I:A=1i— _
Mtiustries4
rapt lege of • Arkiethtitar
Atorne lianas:, —The isiagtftel'
'n projects and. Was viceiitirroundings as could Galena Rose, were visitors at oituation for civilians.
2. Keep on saving your
ra• te, Mora E. Helm, manager of Economics, will attend both join the 41,000 others throughent of the county associat- be found in any theater in a his bedside Tuesday, following
• • •
wastepaper. Collections are
out the Nation on March 4, in
the
U.
S.
Employment
show
meetings,
Service
pictures
and
lead
fore her election as presi- metropolitan city. We're sure our the operation. His wife and small Hopkinsville
lagging, but the need reMan Guest
here, said Monday.
discussion, Mr. Graham said. All celebrating completion of this
in October, 1944.
record of aceomplishment is son reside in Owensboro. His Speaker
mains critical.
For Kiwanis Club
phase of the Crusade in a "Day
farmers are invited to attend.
gratifying to all our patrons."
condition is reported to be satisFrank Adams, manager of the
3. Conserve all possible
of Compassion" service, Mr.
✓ Deafets Cobb
PTA
factory
Provides
New
Montgomery Ward store, Hopfuel as bad weather and
Denton said,
a c h Russell Goodaker's Band Members Get New
S. Sgt. Billy Brown
kinsville, was guest speaker at Playground Equipment
hard-pressed railways seriPayment of pledges will cons, displaying steadily 1m- Emblems And Insignia
Attqtida Meeting Of
Wednesday's ,meeting of the
ously tax coal distribution,
Me w playground equipment Wounded In Action
tinue
until'
January
31,
1946.
i form, won an easy victory
Members of the Butler Band
uctors At Chicago
Kiwanis Club. He spoke on for use of younger children of
Coal and oil help fire the
In a telegram from the War Methodists will have a part in
the Cobb cagers on the are wearing new emblems and
onductor A. G. Hubbard, W. "What Inflation Can Do."
guns.
Butler and Eastside schools has Department last week, Mrs. R. the Crusade for a New *World
✓ floor Tuesday night by a service insignia on their, Main street, left for Chicago,
4. Write overseas by Vbeen ordered and paid for by the W. Brown was informed that her Order, which will include in its
of 44 to 19. Butler took an sweaters and uniform coats, Monday, Jan. 29, to attend a
Mail — fast, sure, private.
Princeton PTA anci about half son, Staff Sergeant William F. program plans for special
At
artinsville, Ind.
lead and was never in which indicate rank and length meeting of the Order of Railed Taylor, Princeton Lum- of it has arrived, Supt. C. A. "Billy" Brown was slightly evangelistic efforts, Increasing
V-Wall saves precious cargo
altho held cm even teams of thse,they have been members way Conductors, I.C.R.R. co.,
r Company, is spending three Horn said Wednesday. The wounded in action over Ger- Sunday School and church atspace. Frequent V-Mail letebb's boys in the third at the stisieloel organisation. The which convention is being held
weeks at Martinsville, Ind., equipment will not be Greeted many, in a 11-17 HAN
ters are profoundly weltesti* teedenee, hi a four year corn.Pickens wee MO sco
t emblems and Insignia were pur- there. Mr. Hubbard will return where he is taking baths and god platted In use until goad TIM teleigranFale0 *Mil that be
comed.
of the ertinade which is to
10.
*Nag throttet the Penny Ail* illettirday Fab. 10.
treatment for arthritis.
iwasther, )0, San saigt.
•
*liiii4Vet tiaillas*
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News... Pictures ... Features
In Readable, Rational Balance

Pictures To Show
Farm Efficiency

Methodists Give
$1036 In Crusade

U. S. Asks Aid Of
Civilians At War

Page Two

Ppnnyrile Postcripts

Boy Scout Movement Is
Great World Asset
Perhaps not everyone realizes what a
great world asset has developed from the
Boy Scout Movement. Problems that will
face the democratic nations in a postwar world will be not merely economic.
They will be psychological as well. Whole
countries will have to develop new habits
of thinking and foster a spirit of cooperation with each other based on mutual
tolerance and respect.
Around the world the Scout Movement
for over three decades has pi-dyed to be
an effective means of building understanding and good-will among youth. Before the war the world Scout membership numbered more than three millions.
More than 70 lands had Boy Scouts, all
with the same ideals and enjoying practically the same program. Their regularly
scheduled world jamborees or camps
brought together every four years between 25,000 and 50,000 boys from all

over the world. The International friendships formed by these boys have spread
in ever widening circle.
Both Mussolini and Hitler feared the
power of Scouting and abolished the
Scouts organizations in their countries
in favor of their own heel-clicking, hatefostering youth programs. In the invaded countries they have persecuted Scouts
with special vindictiveness. But Scouts
met in secret and kept in touch with each
other through the International Scout
Bureau in London. They are prepared to
take up where they left off as each country is liberated.
Now the Boy Scouts of America, in observing their 36th Anniversary, take the
theme "Scouts of the World - Brothers
Together." The principles engendered by
the Boy Scout Program have the chance
to be one of the strong links in universal
world peace.

Blood At The Front
The greatest contribution a home
fronter can make to the victory of our
fighting men is a pint of blood.
Now you can personally inscribe your
name upon the overseas, sealed .package
containing the blood you gave and even
designate the name of the fighting man
for whom you wish your gift to be used.
In this manner each person whose
blood is acceptable can have a very real
part in the fighting, can save the life of
a wounded man with all which that entails for him and his family back home,
can help keep the casualty rate the lowest ever known in any army the size of
Ours.

Princeton's record last year was one of
which every individual in the community

may be enduringly proud. There is
evidence that when our delegation goes
to Henderson Thursday, Feb. 15, to take
its turn at the Red Cross Mobile Blood
Unit, the number of volunteers again will
be greater than the quota asked of us.
But thus far, this is uncertain.
Volunteers still are needed and so are
automobiles to take them to Henderson.
If you haven't had malaria within recent
years and are otherwise physically fit to
make this patriotic gift, now is the time
for you to signify your willingness to do
so, winning theenthusiastic approval of
your neighbors and friends, the gratitude
of your government and self satisfaction
which will bring lasting pleasure to you
through the years after peace returns.

Kentucky members of the Federal Congress have membership on the most important committees in the House and
Senate. These strategic committee memberships enhance the prestige of Kentucky's Democratic delegation and place
them in position to be of greater usefulness to their constituents.
Congressman Earle Clements, newlyelected representative from the Second
district, has been assigned to the committee on agriculture. Frank Chelf, newly-elected representative from the Fourth
district, has been placed on the postoffice
committee. Both are major committees.
There are 49 standing committees in the
House. Only eleven are classed as major
committees. If a representative is a
member of a major committee, he is not
permitted to be assigned to any of the
minor committees.
It was fortunate that the two new Kentucky representatives obtained select
committee assignments. That did not
just happen. The First District Congressman, Noble Gregory, is on the Ways and
Means Committee, the top flight committee of the House. He ranks in seventh
position, Democratic members of that
committee constitude a committee on
committees. This commitfee makes the
assignment of members of the house
to the various committees. The adroit
maneuvering of Congressman Gregory
was largely responsible for the advantageous assignments of the two Kentucky members of the House.
There are only six states in the nation
whose entire Democratic delegation enjoy positions on major committees. Kentucky is one of those states. The Appropriations Committee is of top importance and Congressman Emmet O'Neal,
of Louisville, is a member, now ranking
seventh on the committee.
Congressman Joe Bates, of the Eighth

Robert Coleman, I. C. man
here, has a fine steel knife, with
a brand new leather scabbard
lying on a desk in the office of
the Kentucky Whip and Collar
Co., wtiere I was told at least
500 scabbards have been made to
hold such weapons, to be sent
overseas to fighting men.
Dr. Vilo T. Rose, widely
known veterinarian of Elkton,
had a narrow escape last week
from befng bitten by a crazy
mule. Some folks think all mules
are more or less that way but
this one had rabiec. Doc Rose,
who apparently is right nimble,
escaped by jumping into a handy
wagon. He later shot and killed
the mule. His friend and former
co-worker, Dr. Ralph Balzier,
got a big kick out of his mentor's experience. A mad dog
had infected the mule.

By G. M. B.

for federal benefits, regardless of
whether they need help or desired to ask aid.

Mr. Fox has joined the Madison, Ind., Kiwanis Club . . . but
says "the warmth of fellowship
was not manifest there as it is
in the Princeton Club." John
writes he hasn't had anyone
throw over-ripe fruit or vegetables at him thus far, at the
end of a sermon.

, How we have grown! Western
Kentucky was defined in an AP
dispatch out of Washington last
week as "that portion west of
mild including Owen, S co t t,
Fayette, M a diso n, Rockcastle,
Laurel and Whitley counties."
And once Virginia extended
from the Atlantic to the Pacific!

Fiist Sunday at his new post,
the young minister was sitting
on the rostrum with the president of Hanover College when a
little white dog entered through
the rear door, made its way to
the rostrum, went directly to
the new preacher licked his
hand, then turned and departed
the way he had come. John says
he thought it a good sign when
a dog welcomed him . . . undoubtedly preached his sermon
with more confidence.
1111
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Eldred,

America In Wartime

Vp.44v

and - other emergency quotas assigned to
them, never having fallen down yet. In
the campaign for the polio sufferers just

Imagine it, if you can: No newspapers. No hea
from the battle fronts. No items about your neigh
That's what a world without trees would be like.p
newspapers —ind
wood pulp makes the paper for all
ing this one.
Trees also furnish school books for our children, V.
for our men and women in uniform, paper for
and cartons,the wood that builds our homeland
furniture that makes them livable. It's wood
too, that snakes three out of four of our
• dresses, neckties, hosiery and other textilei,
The raw materials for all these things
carved from the forests by the lumber in
try and transported by America's rai
The Illinois Central serves some of
ice's richest lumber regions, brings the
ished products to your comm
where they are stocked
you need them.
V

34,"
Moving forest products is
one of many services the

American people rely on railroads to perform.
The nation's food and clothing, the materials
for its homes—all the needs and extras of
everyday life—travel by railroad freight.
After Victory,the Illinois Central looks forward to providing finer transportation service,
thanks to new materials, improved methods
and knowledge gained serving America at war.

•

ILLINOIS CE
SYS

feud and many similar things
By Jack Stinnett
Washington—Only history can are forgotten.
properly evaluate the importance
of that round-robin letter written to the President by 16 freshdistrict, is in seventh position on the man senators urging immediate
Rules Committee, Interstate and Foreign participation in a United Nations
Commerce. It was on this committee that organization to demilitarize Germany and Japan, and guarantee
Speaker Rayburn served throughout his future peace in the world.
But its significance, can be
entire service in Congress, finally attainto some extent here
ing the chairmanship, which he resigned evaluated In
the first place, it
and now.
to become Speaker.
has a somewhat similar precedent
Congressman Brent Spence, Of the in history, when just the reverse
Fifth district, is chairman of the import- notice was served on President
senaant Banking and Currency Committee. A. Wilson by 37 Republican
tors. Second, it is a bi-partisan
J. May, of the Seventh district, is chair- affair. Third, it armed the Presiman of the Military Affairs Committee, dent with the strongest bargainwhich has been especially important in ing weapon the Senate could offer as he prepared for the latest
handling war legislation.
Senator Alben W. Barkley, in addition all-important Big Three conference. Fourth, it eliminated
to being majority leader in the Senate is any contention that isolationism
Coma member of the Foreign Relations
in this country is a sectional
mittee, which is of special importance at matter.
All ten of the Democratic and
this time. He is also a member of the
Finance Committee, the Library Commit- six Republican freshman senators
signed the letter (some reportedtee, Interstate Commerce Committee, ly with some reluctance, but in
Banking and Currency Committee and the end willing to put their sigExpenditures in Executive Departments. natures to an unequivocal decTHOMAS ALVA EDISON
Senator A. B. Chandler has member- laration of foreign policy).
Born February 11,11147
The letter idea is said to have
ship on important senate committees,
Died October IS, 1931
originated with Sens. Fulbright
foremost of which are the Military Af- of Arkansas and H. A. Smith
fairs and Judiciary committees. He has of New Jersey, the latter a Remembership on Mines and Mining and publican. Among the signers
Privileges and Elqctions, Interocean were Sens. Homer E. Capehart,
the Indiana G.O.P. industrialist,
Canals committee.
With membership on these committees often tagged as an isolationist
during his campaign; B. B. Hickof exceptional importance, committees enlooper, of Iowa; Forrest C.
which handle perhaps as much as 90 per Donnell, of Missour i, (Sen.
cent of all legislation presented to con- James Reed of Missouri was one
UPREME example of the
gress, Kentucky's Democratic remesenta- of the bitter-enders in the fight
kind of public monopoly
tives in the Congress are in the most ad- against the League of Nations)
and Brien McMahon of Connectivantageous position in history of our cut, who succeeded administraagainst which Edison warned
state. It is a situation which reflects tion opponent John A. Danaher.
is the TVA.It pretends to sell
creditably upon Kentucky and gives our From down east through the
cheap power and covers up its
west
the
to
middle
south
and
representatives an opportunity for greatlosses through trick bookkeeper service to those they serve, extends, west coast, many states were represented whose former senatheir opportunity of participating in an tors were supposed to have had
ing. It shifts its losses to the
Important way in the major legislation isolationist leanings.
taxpayers. It is not really in
that is considered for enactment.
It was a far different docubusiness, for it is everything a
ment from that which Sen. Hen(Richmond Register)
ry Cabot Lodge handed to Presisuccessful business is not — a
dent Wilson 26 years ago come
subsidized corporation seeking
March 4.
That document, signed by
to destroy competition through
ended, the generous hearted folk who four more senators than were
unfair practices.
needed to defeat any treaty, in
comprise this community again have de- effect
served notice on Presi• • •
monstrated the splendid qualities of com- dent 'Wilson that his hopes for
passionate, good citizens and their re- participation in any sort of LeaNo one ever gets a chance to
ward in consciousness of another good gue of Nations were doomed. It
find out what is actually going
deed superlatively done must be abund- was a negative letter but its
implications were clear.
antly toeneficent.
on. You can read all the TVA
The round-robin handed to
Presidpnt Roosevelt was about
propaganda that has been writIn the Grecian theater, important acts as positive as anything could be.
ten to date and nevedind any
ors were given added height by. wearing The freshman senators wanted it

HE HAD

A Warning Comes True

- •
kpeesk they
. that.lizeN'
Between World War I and H, German ',minor)/ ideas worked out at
Dumbarton Oaks sho•
uld be carboats were not able tooltock in the harbor tied out immediately.
of London.
With this foreign policy made
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No Newspapers today!

Our Generous People
Congratulations and appreciation go to
Chairman Billie T. Gresham for again
leading a highly successful financial campaign here for benefit of the Infantile
Paralysis fund. The county's quota was
considerably'snore than doubled this year,
due in the main to several .benefits in
which virtually the entird community cooperated. Caldwell citizens are very
proud. pf their ;wartime record of stir-

Have you heard of that Government worker in Washington
her
who explained her job to
read:
home
parents? Her letter
-analysis
"I work in the data
gronp of the aptitude-test sub-

The church building in which
the Rev. John Fox, former
Presbyterian minister here, is
now preaching, is the oldest
educational building now in use
in Indiana, having been built in
1832, by Hanover College. More
than 100 college commencement
ceremonies were held in what is
now the church.

"I have served in the Senate
with Henry Wallace the last
4 years. He is a good man and a
smart man. . .. But Henry wants
to give the United States away,
and I am not for that." Sen. A.
B. Chandler in a telephonic conversation with Pennyriler Thursday night, Jan. 31.

B. D. Nesbet, State Disabled
Veterans Board secretary, speaking to the Kiwanis Club here
last week, urged members to
see that ALL returning veterans
m a ke application immediately

Gus Kortrecht and Marshall, Jr.,
visited the ,John Six family at
their new home' two weeks ago
Sunday and the preacher hopes
others from Princeton will come
to see him when it is convenient.

It occurs to us it is strictly a
matter ,of personal determination whether a returning veteran
should ask for governmental assistance. If he doesn't need it,
his independence and self respect undoubtedly will not be
strengthened by asking for it.
And many will prefer to stand
by their own strength.

Round - Robin Road To Peace

Kentucky's Members Of Congress
Are On Top Flight Committees

;

Thursda , February 8,
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clear, observers on Capitol Hill
are merely grinning over our
home-front squabbles and brushing them off as family quarrels
which, in the long run, won't be
very important. The round-robin
letter of the freshman senators,
they say, will be remembered
long .ftet the faux pas of the
Roosevelt sons, the Montgomery
Ward case, the Walltice-Jones

hint that the 47.50,000,090
project is anything but a social

experiment. The TVA refuses
to face any facts which would
show too plainly that the unwilling taxpayers never can
expect a return on their tremendous investment.
TVA never 'has made ends
meet. It has no intention of
doing so. For then it would
have to sell power on the basis
of what it costs to produce,
and the myth of "cheap" rates
would vanish in thin air. Some
day soon the American people
must heed Edison's prophetic
warning, take the Government
out of business and allow taxpaying free enterprise to pay
off the huge war debt and put
tioassal alcoantay beek,in
balance.

Loolifam.N
EDISON SAID. There is far more
danger in Public Monopoly than there
Is in Private Monopoly, for when the
Government goes into business it can
always shift its losses to the taxpayers.
If it goes into the power business it
can pretend to sell cheap power and
then cover up its losses. The Government never really goes into business,
for it never makes ends meet, and that
is the first requisite of business. It
just mixes a little business with a lot
of politics and no one ever gets •
chance to find out what is actually
going on.

LILIENTHAL SAID. The total
capital expenditures for every
purpose whatever to June 30, 1944,
will be in the neighborhood of
$750.000,000. Are the expenditures for
this development worth their cost to
the cotintry? There is, of course, no
TVA

way of settling the question by statistical proof.

(TVALDummies oa the Match." NV

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
A Tax-Paying Citizen in 433 Communities
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THE GARDEN
Hy John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
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Big Canning year

Big Tobacco Yield

In Marion County
The annual report of County
Agent G. H. Karnes shows that
Marion. county families last
year dinned 294,700 jars of
fruits, 198,000 jars of vegetables
and 14,600 quarts of meat. In
addition, 6,800 pounds of vegetables were dried. 2.400 gallons
of vegetables preserved in brine
and 406,600 pounds of meat cured.

The best tobacco yield reported in Ballard county was that
of George Pool on the R. I.
Cooke farm, who produced 5,012 pounds on two acres. The
crop was well fertilized and followed with crimson clover. The
average county yield, occording
to S. C. Bohanan, cnunty agent,
was approximotely 1,150 pounds.
bringing about ont and a quarter million dollars to the county.

Wm.M. YOUNG
Allis-Chal.ners
Dealer

A common expression is that
"the garden is half the living,"
but this may be true only if
the garden has been well plantPOME
ed. For the next few weeks,
Stargard
"planning" will be the topic,
running the gamut from the
Schniudiamuhl
completely adequate garden to to make three rows, as: greens,
the tiniest Victory garden whose beans, greens. All this should be
A
laid out on a true map of the
produce this year is by no means
BERLIN
•••••••
to be despised; for, "They also garden, to be hung in the tool
shed, and followed.
serve!"
Then comes making the seed
An "adequate" garden is one
Frankfurt
9,9
tide I wish to point
list, choosing specific, varieties
that
provides 20 servings week4dVDENSURG
ings that should be
that will do the job, behave on
ly of summer table vegetables,
consideration. We
schedule. As this is so important
and
enough
more
to
and
can
in mind that livef
Glog
store to serve 12 times a week a matter, next week's column is
ock products, includto be given over to it. In so far
GERMANY
•
through the garden's inactive
and eggs, and tobacbeyond Al reoson
as space is left, combining the
Goma
Dr•sden
months. So to serve a family of
ate as sources of inMen
vegetables
were ready to die for
that
make
good
comfive persons, a quarter-acre garaldwell county. The
parisons will be discussed, as
her smile... to kill for
den
(white
is
needed
potatoes
of these commodities,
well as those that lend themher kiss!
left out) when cultivating is
home food supplies
selves to succession planting.
done by hand. Where horse
ors influencing elf
cultivators are used, the space
ir production, should
should be a hillf-acre. For the
ed in 1945. Soil contime being adequate garden
d improvement
space is assumed.
uld, because of their
Planning starts with listing
in the immediate and
production program,
the vegetables to be grown, and
ial emphasis.
the number of servings weekly,
azing type of livesummer and winter. "Servings"
attle and dairy cattle
is rather an indeterminate word, INDIANA ORDNANCE
WORKS
ost to our income.
but an average taken from
CHARLESTOWN, INDIANA
ultry are the most RUSSIANS GAINS IN
several
thousand
garden
records
THREE WEEKS—Shaded area on map shows territory taken by the Red
am n consumers. The army in the three weeks that have elapsed since the start of the
Russian winter offensive. Dates makes it a cupful, or about a
hogs produced from indicate week-by-week movement of the battlefront. Heavy line at left is front as announced by half-pint. Thus, a five-person E.
I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS &
varies considerably Moscow.(AP Wirephoto Map).
serving may be taken as one
CO., INC.,
ing with the feed ing from dark tobacco to Burley
quart can, of that fresh vegees. Grass type farm. seems desirable. There is much
table necessary to can one quart.
very desirable for to be done in increasing returns
With total quarts of each vege- Opening in the following jobs:
per acre. We have a number of
unty farmers.
table arrived at, all that needs
Stenographers
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of the..
ccoi.s grown by only producers of Burley tobacco who
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county al- doing is to translate into bushels,
Secretaries
our farmers, it is a made a ton per acre this year, most 40 years
ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files then into plants, or feet of row.
Typists
of income for many with returns of a thousand dol- of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will
be published as a This may be done from experiLaborers
rms, therefore, is lars or more an acre. A number regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
ence in past gardening, or, by Work week 54 hours, time
and
ttention. Under pre- of dark tobacco growers will ap- Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
consulting Kentucky Extension
one half in excess of forty.
BUGS BUNNY CARTOON IN COL IR
ns, it would appear proximate five hundred dol- them
Circular
376,
"The
Garde
n,
Princeton, Ky. April 15, 1913. age on Main street.
TED WEEMS & MERCHANT MARINE BAND
emphasis should be lars an acre.
Month
by Month," a copy of
MOVIETONE NEWS with LOWELL THOMAS
• • •
It is very evident that success Eddyville has been almost surard higher returns
which may be had from the Col- Company representative
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 16, 1916.
ther than large ex- in livestock and livestock pro- rounded by water, and the busiwill
terview and hire at
acreage. Some shift. ducts program is very dependent
The installation of Rev. J. F. lege of Agriculture, Lexington,
C0 IO
NP
IE
10
1s
— IH
:0
0
0WP. M.
ness part of it under two, three,
on feed production. Altho we
Claycombe as pastor of the Cen- or from county extension agents.
At
glance,
first
the total feet
have made much progress in in- or four feet of water the past tral Presbyterian Church, will
creasing feed supplies, we are two weeks, and the Lyon County be held Sunday, Oct. 15, at of row may appear quite too
still a feed deficit county. We Herald has never mentioned it. 100 o'clock P. M. Rev. J. S. large to crowd into the garden
cannot expect to develop a sound If such a thing should happen Price, A. J. Thompson, and M. space, but not all the vegetables
livestock program faster than we up here at Princeton, we'd E. Morse, will be present and occupy all the garden all the
at their all time best in this musical western
summer. Of the required six or
increase feed supplies to ade- stretch the paper and give facts participate in the service.
Proseven bean plantings, for exquately take care of what we with an eight column score head. gram of the service
will be pub• * •
have, plus any increase in livelished in the Leader, Friday. ample, not more than four are
stock numbers we may make.
in the garden at one time. Short
Aprile 15, 1913. Titanic went Public cordially
invited.
800 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Since feed supplies seems to be down Year Ago. The greatest
season crops may often be grown
• • •
with LIGHT CRUST DOUGHBOYS
203 East Ninth Street
the key to our livestock pro- disaster on sea, the collision of
in
the
same
row
that
with
those
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 17, 1916.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
"GOLDILOCKS AND JIVING BEARS"
gram, we will discuss means of the steamship Titanic, with an A
more
take
time,
making
two
delightful dance was given
_O.
11 — "DAREDEVILS OF THE WEST"
N
increasing feed supplies in this iceberg, occurred one year ago
by the young people of the rows. Or, they may come before,
MW1Miiiiiiii Mlllll MMMMMMIUM column in the near
future.
and follow long season crops,
last night, April 14, 1912, at 10:- town, at Elk's Home
last Friday
30 o'clock, sinking four hours evening. Those present
were: son, Milton Hopewell, Sam
later. The giant ship making its Misses Mary
Warfield, Eva Booth, Richard Ratliff, Roswell
maiden voyage across the Atlan- Raker, Anna Belle
Davis, Sudie Pogue, Roy Koltinsky, Lawrence
tic struck an iceberg, and sank Cash, Katherine
Pickering, Adams, Thomas Amoss, Frank
shortly after, taking to watery Pauline White,
Dimple Vivian, Brown, Bert Keeney, J. D.
graves, 150J souls. 703 were sav- Mesdames Clifton
Hollowell, Rogers, Carl Winstead, Chas.
ed, escaping in life boats, and Harvey Moore,
J. W. Justine, M. Raker, Edwin Koltinsky, and
were picked up by the Carpatt- B. Amoss,
Messrs. Sidney John- Arch Walker.
ic.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 16, 1916.
The Rev. W. H. Archey, appointed as pastor of the Methodist
church here, by the Louisville
Annual Conference recently in
session at Franklin, Ky., arrived
here last Sunday, preaching two
able sermons, to large and appreciative audiences; Rev. Archey's wife will arrive this week
pans, Lamy Island City, N. Y.
and they will take up their
Bottler: Pepsi Celt Hopkinsville Bottling Company
CARBIDE AND CARBON CHEMICALS
abode in the Methodist parsonYesteltda y... a bored beauty
eason of the year
nerally are making
eir year's operations.
r shortage, a limited
machinery and equiplizers, and immediate
farmers are more conusual as to on what
should be placed in
ng in mind its effect
sound and construct-

Fredonia, Ky.

UNATTAINABLE...SHE
BECAME DESIRABLE...

News From The Past

PLUS!

War Manpower
Commission

United States
Employment Serivce

Young, Agt

SATURDAY DOORS

"OH, SUSANNA

PLUS!

A !Reckless, Daring Store Of Pirate Love!

CORPORATION

in a world of

Needed

EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
and

dull men!

Today...a vibrant wor.han...facing
love and danger with a daring brigand!

PRODUCTION TRAINEES
(Male & Female)
For work in Vital War Project Near Knoxville, Tenn.

TRANSPORTATION REIMBURSED
LIVING QUARTERS-FOOD & SHOPPING
FACILITIES RECREATION PROVIDED
If you want to add your skills in this

CIVILIAN HOME FRONT WAR
and are skilled as

PRODUCTION
MOSTLY Sizes 3 - 3/
1
2 - 4 - 4/
1
2 - 5 and 8

TRAINEES

(Male and Female)
Radio Mechanics
Registered Nurses
Physicians
Chemical Operators
Stenographers
Electrical Mechanics
Typists
Maintenance Mechanics
Pipefitters
Medical Laboratory Technicians
Clerks
Electrical Switchboard Operators
Chemists
Welders (Combination & Acetylene
See our representative at

The United States
Employment Service
Office Of The War .
Manpower Commission
at
203 East Ninth Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

inkel s Fair Store

Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
February 8, 9, 1U, '1945

Basil Ratiobonea.4 Nigel Bruce
Cecil Kellaway • Ralph Forbes
IN TECHNICOLOR
B. G DESYLVA, Executive Producer
Screen Pliy by Talbot Jennings
Fenny the Novel ley Daphne 41‘A Meatier
Directed by MITCHELL LEISEN
A Pararn•ent Picture
COLOR CARTOON—LITTLE LULU in "JUST CURIOUS"
PICTORIAL NEWS OF THE WORLD
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Deaths-funerals
Walter Lawrence Jordan

'1+

Thursday, February 8, 19
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vive.
Funeral services were conducted at the Morgan Funeral Home
Tuesday afternoon, Feb. 6, the
Rev. H. G. M. Hatler, First Baptist Church, officiating. Mrs.
Averett's church connections remained in Trigg county, where
she professed Baptist faith in
early youth.
Her body was conveyed to the
Averett Cemetery, Trigg county,
where interment occurred in
family lot.

Rich, also or Princeton, who
survives him. He is surviveci also, by a sister, Mrs. Anderson
Woods, San Diego, Calif., and a
brother, Robert Steele, Jackson,
Miss.
Mr. Steele's body was brought
to the Morgan Funeral Home,
where funeral services were
held Saturday afternoon, Feb.
3, The Rev. H. G. M. Hatler,
First Baptist Church, officiating.
Music was by a choir composed
of Miss Virginia McCaslin, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Wood, and
Frank Morgan.
Pallbearers were: We
Towery, Glenn Farmer, Elbert
McCaslin, Hershel! Stephen a,
and George Stevens.
Interment was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.

Fredonia News

14 Volunteer As Friendship News
Teachers For Day

(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Word,
Dr. J. 13. Sory is very ill at
Princeton, were recent guests of
Walter Lawrence Jordan, 45.
this writing.
and Mrs. Ovid Hart.
a life long resident of the county
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
Princeton Women Act Mr.
Among numerous cases of Illand city, died at his home on
and Mrs. Sam Howerton, visited
Promptly To Aid
ness in this community, are Mrs.
Baldwin Ave., Monday morning,
Mrs. C. Y. Williams, of RusselIsaac McCormick, Mrs. Omer
Feb. 5, after a short illness, lie
Blood Donors
Are a Real 'Live
ville; Wednesday.
A. Davis.
was the son of the late Ellen
Mrs. Walter Sugg, of Adams,
Fourteen women volunteered Cook and Mrs. T.
Omer
J. M. Cook, Lowell Hale,
Jenkins and George Jordan,
Tenn., is at the bedside of her for teaching duty in the PrinceCook, David Mitchell, and Urey
native to this section of Kentucbrother, Dr. J. B. Sory.
Thursday,
15,
to
Feb.
schools
ton
Scot t, delivered tobacco to
ky. He is survived by his widow,
Miss Rachel Turley, is ill of
Mrs. Odie Jordan. Funeral servPlace Your Order
pneumonia at the home of her take the places of five members Hopkinsville Loose Floor last
of the faculties of Butler and week. All received outstanding
ices were held at the family re• • •
father, Mr. H. L Turley.
sidence, Wednesday afternoon,
Now-Mrs. J. E. Hillyard is ill at Eastside who will go to Hender- prices.
son that day to lionate blood at
2:00 o'clock, Feb. 7, the Rev. Pliny Steele
R. B. Cook, Evansville, Ind.,
her home here.
Olin Sisk, clergyman in charge. Pliny Steele, native of PrinceMr. and Mrs. Bradley Henson the Red Cross Mobile Unit, C. A. visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Interment was in Cedar Hill ton and former resident here for
Omer Cook, Sunday.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cort Hen- Horn, superintendent said.
Cemetery, under direction of the many years, died at his home in
The volunteers telephoned Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McCormick,
son, Sunday.
Louisville of an acute heart atMorgan Funeral Home.
Horn Thursday afternoon and Lowell Hale and family, and
The Missionary society of the
• • •
tack, following an illness of
Friday morning in response to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Croft,
First Presbyterian Church met
several months. Mr. Steele grew
an appeal carried in both local were visitors at the home of
Mrs. Mollie H. Averett
with Mrs. W. M. Young Friday
newspapers. The first five to Ragan Cummins, last Saturday
Blooming Primrose
$1.00 and $1.50
Mrs. Mollie H. Averett, aged up in the city and county, receivafternoon.
call were accepted. Mr. Horn night.
resident of this city, died at the ed his early schooling here and Mrs. Necie Ann Merrick
Chester Bowles, Director of the
Mrs. Necie Ann Merrick, vensaid, as follows:
home of her daughter, Mrs. Pres- entered the laundry business
Mr. and Mrs. Algernon NewOffice of Price Administration.
Mrs. Fannie Pool for Mrs.
Deep Red Begonias _
$1.25 up
ton Perkins, the Highlands, Mon- when a young man. He continu- erable resident of the Blue was a Boy Scout.
som, of the Piney Grove comsection
Springs
the
Charles
county,
of
Curry;
Mrs.
Tom
proprietor
ed
Cash
as
operator
a
and
day Feb. 5, after a lingerting illmunity, were visitors in this
Mr. Ed Mayes has returned to
for Mrs. Henry Lester; Mrs. W.
of this business, until his re- died at her home Wednesday,
ness, due to infirmities of age.
community Saturday night.
his home in Missouri, after havCut Roses — Carnations — others
She was born Dec. 2, 1862, in moval to Louisville in 1918, Jan. 31, at the age of 90 years. ing visited with his uncle, Mr. D. Armstrong for Miss Ellouise
Clarence Hart, rural mail
Trigg county, the daughter of the when he entered the firm of Mrs. Merrick belonged to one of R. T. Mayes for several weeks. Jones; Mrs. Percy Pruett for carrier on Cobb Rt. 1, has given
Mrs. Edwin Jacob, and Mrs.
late David M. and Ella Crute Yarborough Supply Co., whose the county's oldest families,
Mrs. H. M. Turley is improv- Frank Guess for Miss Virginia his resignation and will be
HERE IS A REAL VALENTINE . .
Hancock, early settlers of that main offices were in Nashville, born the daughter of the late ing.
succeeded by Earl Wood. Mr.
Hodge.
county, and lived there many Tenn. He continued in the em- Melinda Cherry and Richard ,,'Mrs.
time
devote
his full
Bill Hunt, Evansville, is
A Red heart shaped pottery vase filled full
Others who volunteered were Hart will
years, but during her declining ploy of the Yarborough firm, 25 Childress, of the immediate spending
a few days with his Mrs. Bernard Jones, Mrs. Lee to farming.
of pretty flowers with all the frills—
years had made her home with years, until the time of his Blue Springs neighborhood,
Several farmers from this
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Cardin, Mrs. Mollie Wylie, Mrs.
where Mrs. Merrick lived durher daughter, in Princeton, who death.
Turley.
E. E. Bagshaw, Mrs. N. H. neighborhood attended stock
is the only surviving member of
Mr. Steele was born Feb. 3, ing her long life.
Talley, Mrs. Dorothy Prescott, market last Monday.
Surviving her are three dauher immediate family. A sister, 1874, the son of the late Nannie
Miss Nola Wilson, who has
Mrs. Paul Dorroh, Mrs. Anna
Mrs. Virgie Tuttle, Trigg county, Turley and John Steele, pioneer ghters, Mrs. Archie Boyd, PrinceDean McElroy and Mrs. Howard been ill the last several weeks,
and two brothers, John and Dr. residents of Caldwell county. He ton, Mrs. Fred Merrick, Mrs. State of Kentucky,
is b;aproving.
CORSAGES — ALL KINDS
Rice.
E. D. Hancock, Cadiz, also sur- married the former Miss Ida Mrs. Josie Cravens, Trigg coun- Caldwell
Circuit Court:
ty; three sons, Charles, Tom and Noble Carr, Plaintiff Vs.
James Street, Robert St. John, Sponsors 4-H Clubs
Roy, all of the county, numer- Ed Edwards and others,
Defend- MacKinlay Kantor, Colonel RoWe can telephone your Valentine of flowers anywhere.
The Kentucky Utilities Comous grandchildren, and a bro- ant.
bert L. Scott and Howard Fast, pany, Lexington, is sponsoring
a
ther, Jim Childress, of ProviIn EQUITY
prominent author, were Boy contest
for more and better 4-H
dence.
By virtue of a judgment of Scouts.
club work in the 72 Kentucky
Funeral services were held at the Caldwell Circuit Court rencounties which it serves. A cash
Blue Springs Baptist Church, dered the above entitled cause
award of $10 will be given to the
where she had held member- at the October Term, 1944, the Do
champion club in each county,
ship for many years. The Rev. undersigned will on the 1st MonL. L. 9purline, pastor, delivered day, the 5th day of March,
Rock, Slide or Slip? $25 to the highest-scoring club
1945,
FLORIST
in each of five districts and $50
the funeral address and choir being circuit court day, between
FABTERTH. an Improved powder to
sprinkled
lower
1034
be
or
on
upper
plates.
to
the
club
that
the
makes
highmembers furnished music. In- the hours of 10 a. m., and 3 p.
1034
m. holds tame teeth more drmly in place.
terment was in the Merrick at the courthouse door in
Do not slide, slip or rock. No gummy. est score in the 72 counties. The
Prince- *noel.
pasty taste or feeling. PASCemetery, near Blue Springs, ton, Ky., proceed to expose
Is sikettes (non-acid). Doesnot contest started Jan. 1
to TEETH
sour. Checks "plate odor" (denture
under direction of the Morgan public sale to the highest
bidder breath). Get BASTEETH at any drug
atom.
Everybody Reads The Leader
Funeral Home.
the following property:
Beginning at a stone in
R. W. Kennady's line, thence
Card of Thanks
S. 54 poles to a stone in
Through this medium, I decenter of the road, thence
sire to express my sincere appreciation for the many kindN. 80 E. 4, poles, N. 53 E.
PHONE 611
nesses shown me in my recent
4 poles, N. 33 E. 18 poles,
sad bereavement, the death of
N. 17 W. 25 (381
/
2 p.) poles
my beloved husband, Pliny
to a stone, Kennady's cornWE FILL AND DELIVER PRESCRIPTIONS
Steele. To all who spoke consoler, thence with his line N.
ing words, to those who gave
Deviltry in its saucer-like
82 W. 6 poles to the beflouers, the minister in charge,
ginning, containing 4 acres,
Visit our store for Trusses, Post Operative Belts,
the Morgan family, and numerbrim, its pencil point
more or less. Being the same
ous others who, as former friends
Crutches, Bed Pans, Hat Water Bottles,
tract of land conveyed to
and neighbors, felt for me in my
Ed Edwards by Ke A. Rogcrown. A hat he'll want
Vitamins, and Sick Room Supplies
hour of grief, I am most grateers and wife by deed dated
•
ful.
February 9, 1923, and reyou to wear every
His wife,
corded in deed book 59,
Ida Rich Steele
page 630, Caldwell County
time he sees you.
ONE EXI:e.441/NI/114 WEEK
Court Clerk's Office.
10 BRICH1(111 MTH AWL'
In Appreciation
The purpose of this sale is for.
By this means, we wish to division among heirs.
$5.95
thank all, who rendered service
The purchaser will be requirin our recent bereavement, the ed to give bond with good per• LIQUID
passing of Mrs. L. H. Averett.
sonal security for the payment
tiCtIlIPSICI
We are grateful to Rev. H. G. of the purchase money, payable
As seen in
M. Hatter, the ones who sang, to the Master
Commissioner,
Harpers Bazaar
the accompanist, the neighbors, bearing 6 percent
interest from
and the undertakers. Again we date until paid,
having the efthank you.
fect of a Judgment or Replevin
* Oxfords
Mr. & Mrs. P. L. Perkins bond, on
which execution may
* Shoes
and family
issue at maturity, with a lien
Exclusively Yours
* Loafers
.t•
reserved
for
the
payment
•
Absent Kiwanians
thereof. Said sale will be made
Isr
Get Job They Can't Duck on a credit of six months.
Amy
Frances
Littlepage,
Danville, Ill. — Members wh
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
miss the weekly Kiwanis clu
luncheons in thest parts get th Attorney C. A. Pepper,
E. Ninth St.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
bird. The names of those wh Princeton, Ky., Feb. 5, 1945
are absent are dropped in a hat.
The gent whose name is plucked
out first has to take care o
Priced from
Oscar for a week. Oscar mov
from club to club in the district
remaining at each for five o
ANTISEPTIC RACY Olt
six weeks. Wherever he goe
according to site.
attendance climbs.
Snail Ale lossems
Oscar is a live duck.
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WE NOW HAVE A LARGE STOCK
CHILDREN SHOES AND SLIPPERS
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lAdIESSON'S AILBOLENE

2.50 to 3.95

Every Pair Fitted By X-Ray
Sold Exclusively by

Princeton Shoe Co.
WE HAVE THE SHOES

Twelve million members
thirty-five years is the record o
the Boy Scouts of America.
Before the Japs occupied the
Philippines there were thirty-si
thousand two hundred and twelv
Boy Scouts in the Islands.
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Just received, a car of Alfocorn Dollar Mark Feed for your
dairy cows, hogs, laying hens and baby chicks—everything in
the way of feeds.

ATTENTION
BURLEY
GROWERS!

RERS

Place your orders early for your spring fertilizer, Hybrid
Seed Cornand Korean Seed.
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We have a few 2-Bottom Tractor Plows, A Shovel Cultivator,
1 used 6-foot Tractor Disk, 1 side delivery Rake, 1 stationary Hay
Baler,

lostaina•

flock, Cooper Burley Floor

Mitchell Implement Co.

21st Street . U.

201 E. Market St.
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WATCRIIMIS FiAliER FOR OUR OPENING DATE!

We can now unload your Burley and place it on Sales Floor
with no storing or stacking while awaiting Sales Days.
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edding of interest to
here and at Hopkinsville
lemnized Saturday afterFeb. 3, between Miss
Walker and Cpl. Jack W.
h, formerly of Camp
11, Hopkinsville, now of
Atterbury, Ind.ceremony was spoken by
v. A. S. Johnson at the
ge of the Broadway
is Church, Hopkinsville,
hich the newly married
left for Nashville,
on a short wedding
e bride is the elder dau-

w rationed and hard
t.
our delicious Creamed
ge Cheese gives you
any high-quality proas the finest steaks
roasts .. . proteins
ly essential in rebuildorn-out tissues and in
taming normal health.
it's not rationed.
161 for a fresh, aping carton delivered
our door.

The Leader
Congratulates

Homemakers

ODT Asks Colleges Have
No Spring Vacations

Studebaker said in endorsing
Johnson's recommendation.

Hopkinsville Road
George Putnam, Bob Trout and
As another step in transportaHopkinsville Road Homemak- tion conservation, the director of Robert St. John, network news
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Franklin
Scouts.
Hart, Cobb, Route 1, on the ers met at 2:30 Friday afterTrans- reporters, were•Boy
•
•
8-Weeks Study Began birth of twin boys, Willie Gale noon with Mrs. H. A. Goodwin. the Office of Defense
portation, urges that schools and
Lt. Tommy Harmon, crack
Monday At Butler • and Billy Dale, Jan. 20.
The meeting was conducted by colleges cancel spring vacations A.A.F. pilot and former college
• • •
Hopkinsville, Sunday.
(
the chairman, Mrs. Don Boitnott. this year. Col. Johnson pointed gridiron star was a Boy Scout
High School
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Stephen- There were thirteen members out that this year's spring vacaselected
been
have
Teachers
binth
son, Green street, on the
OWir. and Mrs. Glenn Farmer
and two visitors present. Mrs. J. tion will come during the existand Mr. and Mrs. Herman for an 8-weeks course in Bible of a daughter, Jan. 20. She has H. Pressler was welcomed as a ing extremely critical period in
Lowery spent several days in St. Study inaugurated at Butler been named Linda.
wartime transportation, when
new member.
• • •
MEMORIAL
Louis last week.
school Monday, Feb. 5, Margaret
Funk, home furnish- every effort must be Made to OGDEN
L.
P.
Mrs.
• • •
METHODIST CHURCH
Mr. and Mrs. William Vinson, ings leader, gave a lesson in re- avoid non-essential travel. OmisTerry Davis and Paul CunningE. S. Denton, Pastor
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Walker
/
Princeton, Route 1, on the birth finishing floors. The minor pro- sion of these vacations will be
ham, committee on enrollment,
A.M. Sunday School,
9:45
spent Monday and Tuesday in
of a daughter, Susan, Jan. 25.
affects
it
conas
especially desirable
ject lesson for the afternoon
• • •
Supt.
Long,
Harry
Nashville, where they attended said Tuesday.
cerned the Melanesia group of students who must travel to
Boys and girls from Junior
11:00 A.M. "THE HAND OF
a beautician's show Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Horn- islands. In honor of the recent reach their homes, for it "will
High through Senior year of ing, Dalton, Route 1, on the
.night.
home agent, a save for each student a trip BROTHERHOOD"
High School will be taught in birth of a son, Bobby Joe, Jan. marriage of the
6:30 P.M. Youth
held after the home and return," he wrote in a
was
social hour
Barbara
Clinard, Leader.
Miss Elsie Dunn spent last separate classes each Tuesday 21.
regular meeting at which time letter to John W. Studebaker,
The
• • •
7:30 P.M. Evening Service.
week-end at her home in Smith- morning during the course.
hostess.
of
States
the
by
Commissioner
tea
United
served
was
r
e
ch
a
e
t
following volunteer
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Conley,
Members present were Mes- Education. As many as 300,000
have been assigned to the groups: Princeton, Route 3, Rock Spring
• • •
CENTRAL PRESBYTER/AN
dames: Boitnott, Funk, J. F. students would normally be
Mrs. Robert Gresham
Schultz;
M.
0.
Rev.
boys,
Senior
SUNDAY, Feb. 11, 1945 —
spent last
of a
Clift
birth
Evelyn
the
Miss
on
neighborhood,
s,
ip
r
t
Graham, Ehruir Hoffius, W. 0. taking such vacation
Before her marriage at JefferJunior boys, K. R. Cummins;
9:45 A.M. Church School.
baby, christened Mildred Towery, Hugh Murphy, W. D.
week-end with her parents, Mr.
girl
sonville, Ind., Dec. 21, Mrs. and Mrs. R. A. CUM in Kuttawa. Sophomore boys, Rev. H. G. M.
10:45 A.M. Sermon
Frances. The baby was born at Armstrong, Lester Paris, Lem noon to the following guests:
E.
Rev.
boys,
Freshman
Hatltr;
• • •
Robert (Bob) Gresham, was
Dr. D. M. Ausmus, of Maythe home of Mr. and Mrs. Beckner, Saul Pogrotsky, Frank Mesdames D. W. Satterfield, S.
W.
boys,
grade
8th.
S. Denton;
nts,
J. Satterfield, Martin Oliver, J. field.
grand-pare
Miss Nina Mae Beck. She is a
Peters,
Miss Margaret Brennan spent
Luther
Hugh
and
Wood, J. H. Pressler
D. Armstrong; 7th. grade boys,
Prayer meeting each Wednes.
C. Gresham, Cook Oliver, Ira
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. last week-end with friends in Rev. .A. D. Smith. Teachers for 209 Cadiz street.
Goodwin. Miss Virginia Lynch
• • •
day evening, 7:15. Held in
L.
Gray,
Badger
Cotton,
J.
Beck, Eddyville Road, and at Paducah.
girls' groups will be: Seniors,
and Mrs. Wm. L. Beck were
• • •
churche annex.
Lester and W. H. Tandy.
Mr. and Mrs. Shelley Pool,
the time of her marriage, was
Mrs. A. G. Butler; Juniors, Mrs.
visitors.
'girl
instructor
a
of
birth
the
Knott,
on
Gladys
Miss
employed in Louisville.
E. S. Denton; Sophomores, Mrs. Princeton,
Eddy Creek
baby, Tuesday, Feb. S.
at Butler High School, spent
• • •
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Leo last week-end at her home, near Alt on Templeton; Freshmen,
Mrs. W. H. Tandy entertained
grade,
Mrs E. H. McCaslin; 8th.
Haile,
of the Eddy Creek
members
Johnnie
Walker, North Seminary street. Cairo, Ill.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
•
Mrs. Duke Pettit; 7th. grade,
•.•
birth of homemakers' club at an all-day
She is a graduate of Butler High
A departure from other years Dawson Springs, on the
Mrs. Lucy Brown, Morgan- is that of using volunteer teach- a baby boy, Wednesday, Feb. 7. meeting held Thursday.
School Class of 1939, and for
Mrs. D. W. Satterfield had
spent last week-end with ers outside faculties of city
field,
the last several months has been
Edgar Bergen, Major James charge of the business session.
Mary W. Stone. schools, to conduct the study
Mrs.
sister,
her
employed in stenographical ca• • •
course, which is sponsored by Stewart and Lou Costello were Project lessons were demonstratpacity at Camp Campbell, Hoped by Mrs. Tandy and Mrs. S.
Mrs. P. Delgado; the former the YMCA of the State, and Boy Scouts.
kinsville.
and Roland Coe, J. Satterfield. Mrs. Badger Gray
underwent a which has been conducted here
Martin,
Caniff
Hazel
Milton
of
Cpl. Krenrich is a native
major operation at St. Anthony's several times previously, C. A. popular cartoonists, started draw- conducted the social hour.
Syracuse, N. Y., and received
Pot luck lunch was served a
ing in Boy Scout Camps.
in Louisville, Tuesday Horn, superentendent, said.
Hospital,
his military training at Camp
morning. She is a daughter of
Campbell. He has recently been
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Martin.
transferred to Camp Atterbury,
• • •
Ind., where Mrs. Krenrich will
Miss Busch Cummins spent
\I
join him in the near future.
several days in Louisville this
week.
• • •
Pictrewell Party.
Mrs. R. S. Robertson, of TarryA farewell party and pound
supper honoring Orbie A. Tosh, town, N. Y., arrived here Tuesday afternoon, Feb. '6, for an
was given at his parent's home,
extended visit to her daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Tosh, Crider, Mrs. Carl Sparks, and family,
Saturday night, Feb. 3. Music Edd ville Road.
• • •
was the social diversion furnishAnn Walker, Camp
Mary
is.
Mar
brothers,
Tosh
the
.by
ed
shall, Glendel and Orbie; the Campbell, visited her parents,
Beavers family, Lonnie, James Mr. and Mrs. Leo Walker, N.
and Audrey, Voe Boyd, Elvis Seni ary street, last week-end.
• • •
Hillyard and Marshall Beavers.
Hand Embroidered
Lester returned SatB.
J.
rs.
Feb.
Tuesday,
Inductee Tosh left
$3.99
Batiste Dress
where
Ala.,
Sheffield,
from
ay
6, for assignment in the U. S.
D. 0.
Armed forces. His older brother, she visited her sister, Mrs.
family.
Pfc. Orman J. Tosh, is stationed Hugger and •
• ••
Getting warmer and
in Alaska.
you'd better outfit
Mrs. Alfred E. Nave has rethat little darling for
cently moved here from Evanscool comfort — to
ville, Ind.
avoid
cranky tantrums! We've everyMrs. C. Singleton, S. Jefferson
thing cute—and cool
street, underwent a major opera—for baby's first
tion, Saturday, Feb. 3, condition,
spring and always!
satisfactory.
• • •
Mrs. Paul Rowland and baby
of Farmersville, dismissed Tuesday, Feb. 6.
• • •
Seaf Sullivan, Crider, was
dismissed Sunday, Feb. 4, after
treatment for Uremic poisoning.
• • •
4 Miss Christine McBey, former
nurse of the Princeton Hospital,
has returned to her home at
Eddyville and is being succeeded
by Miss Sammie Sizemore, of
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Franck
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Franklin, visited I. C. Glover, a patient at Jennie Stewart Hospital,

At The Churches

How About a Little

COOL HEIR ...

Hospital News

White or pastel, pique
sunsuit, 1 piece . . . $1.99

Ruffled, printed pique
pinafore for sizes 3 to

Thursday,february 8, 1945

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Pilots Advised
To Keep Necks Oiled
Richmond, Va. — Advice for
P-47 pilots was brought to the
Army airbase here by Lt. Tony
Porowski and Lt. Herbert Holtmeier, tech with more than 80
European combat missions behind him. They say:
"Know your instrument. They
can be life savors. Keep the ball
bearings in your neck well oiled
—it's the plan you don't see that
gets you. Never point your nose
at a friendly plane—you might
be mistaken for an enemy. Don't
st:aggle, even when you think
you're safe—you're a sitting
duck when you do. Conserve gas
on long glights—you may need
it. And stay down to 25 or 30

Fredonia Homemakers
T h e Fredonia Homemaker's
Club met for its regular session
at the home of Mrs. W. M.
Young, Wednesday afternoon,
Jan. 24. Five members answered rollcall. Mrs. Lucile Vinson,
president, was absent because
of illness in her home. Despite
the small attendance, a profitable afternoon was spent by
those present.
Commander Norman M. Miller,
U.S.N., a former. Boy Scout, recently received his eleventh decoration and is called "the most
decorated man in this war",
feet for five miles before and
after you hit the target to avoid
flak."

DIAMOND PIN R. R. MAN
GRATEFUL TO RETONGA
at Aurburn, Me.,
WHERE 16 BABIES DIED IN FIRE—The gutted ruins of a baby boarding home
to death. (AP
stand as mute evidence where 16 babies and one woman were burned or suffocated
Wirephoto).

Bees Are Grounded
London — There now are
twice as many beekeepers in
Britain as before the war but the
1944 honey yield was the worst
in' 20 years.

Kentucky Farmers AAA News
Use Huge Tonnage
Of lime on land
The College of Agriculture and
Home Economics at Lexington
announces that Kentucky farmers have used 12,427,771 tons of
limestone, marl and burned lime
in the past 20 years. More than
11,000,000 tons were ground
limestone.
The largest amount used in
any one year was in 1941, when
70,933 farmers used 1,455,703
tons of limestone; 4,961 farmers
spread 161,219 tons of marl and
389 farmers used 9,317 tons of
burned lime. Use of lime has
decreased slightly in the last 3
years, due to shortage of labor,
freight cars and trucks.
In announcing the use of this
huge tonnage of lime in Kentucky, the college says reports
are being received about the excessive application of lime. For
general crops, two tons of ground
limestone to the acre is considered sufficient, although alfalfa growing may require three
to four tons on some land.
A bulletin on "Cropping and

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
Established
1907

"Not'For A Day But For
Years To Come"

Soldiers On The
Home Front
Keep sending your dead stock to war, we
render the grease to make Bombs and Bullets
to help Hasten Victory.
We will remove your dead stock promptly.
Call us coiled.

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone: Morganfield 239 or
Uniontown 55
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

There will be a meeting of all
AAA county and community
committeemen Monday, Feb. 12,
to study provisions of the 1945
AAA program, according to Mrs.
Clifton Pruett, secretary of the
Caldwell County AAA. R. 0.
Wilson, AAA fieldman for this
area, will be present.
Curtis E. George, chairman
AAA committee, states credit
and deduction rates for phosphate under the 1945 program
will each be $20 a ton for 20.
per cent material, or $1 for 100
pounds. The amount to be collected from all farmers obtaining superphosphate as a conservation material will be $3.65 a
4 cents a 100 pounds.
/
ton, or 181
Credit rates for commercial
material purchased by farmers
will be $20 a ton for the 20 per
cent material, $19 for 19 per
cent and $18 for the 18 per cent
phosphate.
To date lime rates for the
1945 program have not been received and opening date for taking lime and phosphate orders
will be announced in two or
three weeks, it is expected.
The AAA office here has received information, Curtis E.
George, chairman said, any farm
is eligible • for a new Burley
base if either the operator or
the person growing the tobacco,
(a) shall have had experience
in growing Burley, or any other
kind of tobacco during the last
five (5) years, and (b) shall be
living on the farm and largely
dependent on the farm for his
livelihood, and provided his application is submitted to the
AAA office on or before February 28, 1945.
Mr. George says several farmers have not submitted. their
1944 farm reports to the AAA
office. He states that if these
reports are not received by February 15, payment cannot be
made for 1944 practices carried
out on the farm.

Had Gotten To Where He
Was Hardly Able To Get
Around His Home, States
Mr. Rudy. Eats, Sleeps
And Feels Better Now
Than In Years.
One of the outstanding features of Retonga is the hundreds of
well. known railroad men who
have found such prompt relief
through its use. Among the latest is Mr. W. A. Rudy, well
known resident of 122 18th St.,
Roanoke, Va., who wears a
diamond button testifying to
his fifty years efficient service
with the Norfolk and Western
Railway. Discussing Retonga Mr.
Rudy gratefully stated:
"I went down hill until I got
to where I could hardly get
around my home. My digestion
went back on me, my appetite
practically left me, and for
weeks at a time I could eat only
liquid food and fruit juices. My
elimination became so poor that
I had to depend entirely on
laxatives. I tried various medicines and treatments only to
keep on feeling wor,se.

Mr. W. A. Rudy
"I began to feel lots of relief
from the very first bottle of Retonga. Now I eat anything and
lots of it. I sleep all night, whereas I used to be up and down all
night long. The constipation also
is relieved, and I feel much
stronger. I wish I could personally tell everybody about Retonga."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to Vitamin B-1 deficiency, constipation, insufficient
flow of digestive juices in the
stomach, and loss of appetite.
Retonga may be obtained at
Dawson's Drug Store. —adv.

A wife should be more than willing to help her husband
save money to carry

Life Insurance

Mark Cunningham, Agt.
NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.
111 W. Market Street

Phone 81

Princeton, Hy.

Mrs. Garfield Poole of N.
When the Jape are driven out.
Scouts son county saved 1,108 poulli
of the Philippines, the Boy
reorganize of tobacco by priming
of America will help to
Christian county farmers stor- Scouting in the Islands.
ed in frozen food lockers list
year approximately 30,000
pounds of vegetables and fruits,
Benefit wonderfully from famous
18,000 'pounds of meat and 2,000
doctor's discovery that relieves
chickens.
backache, run-down feeling due
Logan county homemakers are
to excess acidity in the urine
ying
re-t
by
money
saving
slip-coverPeople •ottyywitere aro Boding •maelog
springs, padding and
relief Irene painful ermOton's of bladder
INSURANCE OF ALL
irritation caused by exces• acidity la the
ing worn pieces of furniture.
urine. DR. KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT
Approximately halt of the acts
feet on the kidneys to sass discomfort
pore
promoting the flow of urine. This
KINDS
farmers in Anderson county who by
herbal medicine is rapralelly w•Icome
irritation due to ......
raised sheep, treated their flocks wh•re bladder
at
up
acidity Is respon•lble for "getting
with phenothiazine.
nights". A car•fully blended combination
16 herbs, root•, vegetable•, balsam; Dr.
W. C. Sparks
In Henry county, tobacco pro- of
Minute& contains nothing harsh, is
non•babit forming. Just good induced well following vetch, •olut•ly
gredients that many people say Saes
Glenn E. Farmer
manure and fertilizer, some re- rnorvflous
Send for free, pr•p•id sample TODAY?
turning from $900 to $1,000 per Like
thousands oh others you'll be glad
Sam Koltinsk
that you did. Send -.me and address to
acre.
Depattment A,, Kilmer & Co., Inc., Box
limited. Send
When labor was not available 1255, Stamford, Conn. Offer
once. All druggists sell Swamp Root.
•t
to harvest lespedeza for hay in
Marshall county, farmers secured the services of combines and
saved seed.
Rocking Chair Tour of
the Pacifi c" is acquainting
homemakers' clubs with some
of the problems facing our armed forces in that area.
Cover crops planted in Monroe county exceeded by 2,000
acres an earlier estimate.
A flock of 135 White Rock
hens owned by Mrs. W. R.'Moreland of Trimble county returned a net profit of $76 in a month
when they laid an average of
20 eggs pet hen.
Several farmers in Carroll
county who grew Ky. 41A tobacco, reported yields of more
than 2,000 pounds to the acre.
Harvey McFarland of Montgomery county weighed in 4,490 pounds of tobacco grown on
two acres.
Thirty-nine families in Fleming county have requested rural
electrification. REF is now serving the larger part of the county.
"I haven't seen him for some time.
In Breathitt county, 4-H club
members are again taking the
grape growing project, all mem"If you are not in the service, would
bers being encouraged to get
you mind going easy on Long Distance
vines.
between 7 and 10 tonight so his call

Ky. Farm News

FLUSH KIDNEY URINE

y clads calling
me up tonight

Early Planting of
Berries Advocated
The Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economi
notes that many strawberr
fields were not planted in 194
and 1944 because the soil w
not prepared in time, due t
spring rains and other delays
Many growers realize that late
planting is often worse than no
planting at all.
A good practice is to plow the
field in late fall. Many growe
regularly plant strawberries I
tobacco fields that have not bee
stirred since the previous sum
mer and get their patches off
an earley start. Steep land sub
ject to erosion should be plante
on the contour.

con get through quicker?
"Pap and I will be mighty grateful."
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Fitted Rose Petal Slip
Of multi-f ilament rayon
crepe. 32-44.

H.-' Scarf
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elIyyon coClored
a
$1.98

never too many

.•

Only a short time left before all unpaid taxes for 1944 will be
advertised and sold. This means additional expense. Pay now and
save money.
The law requires all male persons between the ages of 21 and 70
to pay a poll tax. Your property or salary is subject to execution
to satisfy this bill.

louse
Cotton Gabardine fine quality blouse. Sizes 32- 38. $1.98

*Yam no-seam —Hosiery
Sheer beauty,, high twist
rayon.
I pr. 96c

colors
11.29

"Ruth Barry" Handbags
Assorted styles in quality
leather and caratols.
$3.38 tax included

I am compelled to collect the taxes, and please tall and pay your
taxes to avoid seivertisement.

(BURLEY AND DARKITOBACCO)
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
Second and Virginia Streets
Phone 794
You'will receive courteous treatment and the highest market
price for your tobacco.

Ar
udIC
ihtii:Va
Tc
n tah°teelErS
SeaG

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Hand Painted Chiffon
Hand-Rolled hems!
Exquisite oblong neck
scarfs in floral or hand
$1.98
tint style.

Soil Management for Burley Tobacco" says that even for alfalfa and red clover few soils in
Kentucky require more than a
first application of two to three
tons to the acre and perhaps
one or two tons every 8 or 10
years thereafter.
Heavy liming, says the college, ties up. the mineral elements of phosphorus and potassium in the soil and reduces the
crop can get and thereby reduces the yield of general farm
crops.
In tobacco growing, big applications of lime favor the
growth of root-rot organisms in
the soil and often are associated
with frenching tobacco.

SELL YOUR TOBACCO
Where Neighbors Sell

Service lnsuranc
Agency

Mitchell Oft

Princeton, Ky.
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FDR Appeals For Led Ube'ration
Public Cooperation
In Food Production
s.,
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•
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'ANKER GOES UNDER—A Japanese tan. er, burns fierce' , heads for the ilottom of the
China sea stern first, after being attacked by American ca rier planes off the coast of French
platform is an old b. • . • . . • e
ins. On e bow g
WI
Wirephoto)

Cooper Says Ky's
-Raising Champion
ger to Help Win War Poor Land Must
Be Made Fertile
e Brandenburg, winner of
club pig-raising champin Lee county, tells his
follows:
a small boy 13 years old.
er is dead and I live
y Grandma Thomas, who
land other than a garden
t one-eighth of an acre.
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a'. today.
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President Roosevelt, in a recent statement on the food
situation, asked the public to
help with farm work, to grow
more Victory gardens, to continue home food preservation,
to cooperate in rationing programs and to observe price ceilings, and to assist the nation's
food processors where possible.
The President's statement:
"During the last 3 years every
American who has played a
part in the job of growing, conserving, harvesting, distributing
and processing our food supply
has done a magnificent job.
"As we enter a new year, the
demands for our food at home
and abroad are so great that it
is essential for every man and
woman to do everything to
help in the huge task of getting
the food produced and seeing
that it is conserved and shared.
Many of our favorite foods are
scarce.
"To this end, I ask the people
in cities, towns and villages to
assist our farmers in every possible way to reach the food goals
which have been set for this
year.
"I call upon the millions of
victory gardeners who have
done so much to swell the nation's food supply in these war
years to continue their good
work.
"I ask those people who can
spare the time to assist the nation's food processors in the
task of preparing the food for
our armed services, our civilians
and our allies.
"I ask the millions of women
who have preserved food at
home so that our armed services could have the fruits and
vegetables they need, to carry
on until the war is won.
"I ask every American to
share our available food by ob-

France, I really and truly wantLexington, — Approximately
ed to help in the war effort all
I could. With the help of my half of Kentucky's farms need to
be changed from "poor land" to
grandma and mother I bought a
"good land" farms, Dean Tholittle pig. It Was kept in a small mas P.
Cooper of the University
house that had a roof, a floor of Kentucky College of Agriand.a. door. It went in and ou culture declared Wednesday.
Presenting a "basic program
as it pleased and so had shelter
for Kentucky agriculture" beat night.
"I fed the pig regularly nigh fore the 33rd Annual Farm and
and morning, giving it scalde Home Convention of the univermiddlings, ground feed an sity, Dean Cooper said:
"Millions of acres are involved
scraps from the table. As it go
bigger I added corn and gree and the people who live on them
feed. I saw to it that it always will fare poorly until the soil is
had a good supply of clea improved. On all farms there is
need for maintenance of fertiliwater.
ty or further improvement by
"The pig grew and made us
good supply of meat, sausage best farming practices.
Better breeding and feeding
and lard. I wish my soldier brothers could have some of this and an improved water supply
are needed on most farms, he
good meat.
"I think it is our duty to work said, to give Kentuckians more
hard on the home front to help and better livestock.
General agricultural progress
shorten the war so we can shout
the victory when our dear* ones in Kentucky depends on the succome marching home. By the cessful solution of the smallhelp of God I intend to help-- farm problems, Cooper said,
pointing out that more than a
keep on keeping on."
third of thp farm families operIn five days, Mrs. Hazel Noel ate on tracts of less than thirty
and son of Trigg county primed acres with an average of less
634 pounds of tobacco which than ten acres of soil suited for
cultivation.
sold for $233.32.
White Oak logs and
Farnilies living on such small
farms must have higher incom.2s
per acre, enlarge their holdings Standing Timber.
or find off-the-farm employSEE
ment if they are to have more
than a meager living, he stated.
Frank Denney
He aslo advocated better rental practices and leasing arat
rangements, improved collection,
Mill Yard, Eddyville Road
transportation and distribution
of products; greater use of 1 mile south of Princeton or
federal and state inspection and at Henrietta Hotel.
grading, and further develop- Chickasaw Wood Products Co.
ment of co-operative marketing
and purchasing.

WANTED

NE NIGHT

ONLY
Feb.19
BUTLER HIGH AUDITORIUM

Page Seven
Sheep Pay Club Boy
Frank W. \ Paxton, an, Adair !
county 4-H club boy, last year
raised 10 lambs from his five
ewes and sold the lambs for
$100. The ewes produced 30
pourids of wool which sold for
$12.50. After allowing for grain
and hay, but ribt for pasture.
Frank made a profit of $97.

FARM
SUOGESTIONS
FROM

Help Wanted

Cayce-Yost Co.

SKILLED
AND
UOSKILLED
MALE OR FEMALE

Li. Ca Henry Mucci (above)
led American rangers in the
daring rescue of American prisoners of Japan on Luzon island
in the Philippines. Lt. Col.
Mucci's wife and 21
/
2-year-old
daughter, Senga, live in Denver,
Colo. (AP Wirephoto.)

Telephone Company To
Pay Employes For Time
In U. S. Armed Forces
The Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Co. and the
Southern Federation of Telephone workers announced today the revision of certain company practices with respect to
employes on military leaves of
absence in the armed forces or
Merchant Marine.
In effect, the revision provides
that employes returned to company service following leaves of
absence in he armed forces or
Merchant Marine will be allowed
full service credit for all such
absence.
As a result of this, arch employes will be placed on the
payroll at the rate of pay they
would have been receiving if
they had been continously on
duty ivith the company in the
job classification they were in
at the time they left.

Bremen Tea Party
Really Got Hot
London — The Briton's inevitable tea came in handy when
a British bomber caught five
over Bremen. Sgt. G. W. Lane
of the R.A.F. won the D.F.M.
for using tea out of flasks to
extinguish the blaze,
serving the rules of rationing
and by cooperating with food
merchants in the observenace of
food price ceilings.
"I know I can count on the
American people to respond to
these calls to action, so that we
can all truly coninue to say
when the war is won that our
food has played an iltwortant
role in the fight for freedom."

Auspices Princeton Rotary Club

REPAIRS

For Large Northeastern Ohio
Aircraft Manufacturer
Mechanical Engineers
Machinists
Millwrights
Toolmakers
Sheet Metal Workers
Template Makers
Assembly Workers
(Learners & Experienced)
Laborers
AN OPPORTUNITY TO
WORK IN A MOST ESSENTIAL WAR INDUSTRY

Cayce-Yost maintains a complete repair parts
service on Farm Machinery. You will find many
repairs in Cayce-Yost big stock that are not carried in usual Farm Machinery repair stocks. Get
your repairs early.

SERVICE
Cayce-Yost has an experienced repair and service man—one who knows repairs and where to
get them.

Applicants subject to WMC regulations and Priority referral
by USES
Interview company representative on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
February 15, 16, and 17, 1945
8:00 sun. to 4:00 p.m.

NEW MACHINES

Apply

UNITED STATES
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
203 East Ninth Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

How women and girls
'
may get wanted relief
from functional periodic polo
Cardul La a liquid medicine which
many women any has brought relict
from the cramp-like agony and nervous strain of functional periodie
distress. liere'it bow It may help:
4 'Taken like a tonic.
,
It should cumulate
appetite, aid dicestion,• thus help build reMstsnce for the "time"
to come.
Started 3 days bofore "your time". It
should help relieve
pain due to purely functional periodic causes.
Try Cardul. If It helps, you'll
be glad you did.

2

We are getting small allotments of new machinery. Minneapolis Moline and Avery Tractors,
Disc Harrows, Plows, Mowers, Hay Rakes, Ford
Milking Machines. Let us know what your needs
are. We will do our best to supply you.

PLOW PARTS
Repairs carried in stock for Avery, Vulcan,
Syracuse, Oliver and Blount Plows.

In Hopkinsville It's

Cayce-Yost - Co.
Phone 717
South Main Street
Farm Machine and Farm Supplies

ANOTHER DROP IN
TIRE QUOTAS
For the second consecutive month there hcs been a drop in the number of passenger car tires available to essential motorists. The national
total is 200,000 less for February than were January quotas — 400,000
less than the number available in December. There can be no question in
your mind that the tire situation is cr.tical. More tires are going to the
armed forces. That means fewer tires for civilians. Never was tire conservation more urgent than now.

Pere Is The Story Direct From Washington:
"Tire quotas for the current month are reduced sharply from last
month. These reductions again point up the fact that maximum use of
tires now on wheels through conservation and prompt recapping is the
only practical solution of the present tire problem. The plain fact is that
the demands of General Eisenhower and General MacArthur are receiving first consideration by WPB in the allocation of tires. This is right
and proper. To civilian vehicle operators, I can only say this: Your help
is needed! The way you can help yourself and the war effort is to have
your tires recapped promptly, before they are worn beyond the recapping
stage."
MAX McCULLOUGH
Deputy Administrator for Rationing
Office of Price Administration

AP*

te,
r

save Your Tires For The Boys Over There!

How Does The New Quota
Affect Motorists Locally?

seed
era,

Here Is The Bare, Unvarnished Picture:

THE MR IS STRICTLY 6.1. TO GEORGE
Released by the Troop Carriers
he zoomed down on Station WHAS
z

EDY - ILLUSIONS
SPECTACULAR
inee Show
•ht Show

Tickets On Sale At
Wood Drug Store

. 2:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

GEORGE PARTRIDGE ... WHAS' Special Events Producer and Dire°.
tor came to us from out of the blue at Bowman Field. He had helped
produce "All Clear," Air Corps big show, weekly "Barracades" and Bowman
Field's "Flying Time" to WHAS listeners.
A native New Yorker, George had been on Eastern radio stations before
the war. He has produced and directed War Bond, War Fund and Blood
Donor's programs and likes G.I.s in unrehearsed appearances. Right now,
be le helping product .thiV•leixteltAtauseripticuta for WY* on sit Nibslug trete* as per request of Gifteral Eleenbower. "A Mg.Mta of hometo'wn On • platter," these disci include current songs, topica of conversation,
speeches and post-war plans for soldiers. In twenty-eeven American cont.
munities assigned to perform this important service, local stations are cooperating to make the discs fully representative of life "at home" iii the
elates.
II It's showmanship on she air
look to 50,000-soon clear-channeled

RADIO STATION

The Number of Passenger Cars negistered Is . . 1869
The Quota of Passenger Car Tires Is
124
That means that truck operators in this area must practice every

means of tire conservation to assure continuance of their important services. We offer every possible cooperation to truck owners — to reduce
operating costs—to secure all mileage from present tires and assure safe
travel. Trucks must run. Owners must realize that tires are scarce and that
there is little hope for early improvement.

And For Truck Operators-The Number of Trucks Registered Is
. 510
The Number of Tires Available This Month Is . . . 21
Not a very promisin9 picture. Certainly there is little chance for
"B" and "C" card holders to get sufficient tires, There is
only ONE sure way to keep driving ---and that is by taking special care
of the tires now on your wheels. Have them inspected regularly. Make repairs promptly. Keep them properly inflated. And by all means RECAP IN
TIME—at the first sign of the tread being worn smooth. Further driving
is dangerous and may damage the c.Jsing beyond the recapping stage.
Do your share. We'll do ours.
even essential

LASTWELL TIRE BUILDERS j
(Opposite Hitch Rack)

211 N. Harrison St.
Princeton,

Frank Lumen, Owner

Beasley Bldg.
Kentucky
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31 cases on docket, two being
his parents and other home
Word has been received by Mr.
and one with breach with
1 2 acres, 8 miles Southeast of Princeton,
mema
is
y
charged with local option law violations
97/
folks. Cpl. Koltinsk
and Mrs. Eugene Hammond,
of the peace.
Air Corps, and
Army
son,
their
the
that
c
of
street,
ber
Mechani
$4,750.
Reports showed City treasury
is stationed at Salena, Kan. He FOR BATTERIES AND BAT- Robert E. Hammond, Kinston
balances in all funds at close of
about
service
to
the
e
m
o
in
has
received
NG,—c
N.
C.,
been
has
Base,
Air
CHARGI
TERY
See or Phone
January aggregated $15,307.15,
two years.
us. Princeton Auto Sales, promotion to be sergeant. He was
with more than $11,000 available
• • •
n.
Auglast
States,
the
recalled to
Washington street, Princeto
for operating expenses and $7,ltc. ust, 1944, after having spent 14
E. Angle
Phone 87.
000 invested in U. S. securities. SS Walter
months in the southwest Pacific.
Operating expense disbursements Has Broken Wrist
house He had survived a plane crash
St a ft Sergeant Walter E. FOR SALE—Three room
for January aggregated $3,H.
W.
See
on Stone Street.
by bailing out, but received an
Angle, U. S. Army, who has been
Real Estate and Insurance Agency
500.29.
Trace, injury which necessitated his
Varmint
709,
Carner,
Pacific
South
the
in
d
Formerly with the Huron
Kentucky
Councilmen Blackburn, Ham- statione
Hopkinsville
returning home. He is a tail
Motor Sales, Ann Arbor, monds, Jones, Lacey and Mrs. the last two and one-half years, Princeton.
type
a
new
the
gunner on one of
Mich.
Phone 131
Quinn, with Mayor Cash pre- has written friends he has
FOR SALE—Cows, fresh Jersey
super-fortresses.
broken wrist and elbow. He is a
siding, attended the session.
cows. See Frank Clark,'Cadiz,
.n11•••••••••••••1111111mt.u, n t.11, e; ..1*4.4e•vmut
nephew of Mrs. Lillie F. Mur3tp.
Ky.
111111,11110ITIMMO.
phy.
• • •
WANTED— to rent, furnished
in electrical, carburetor and
or unfurnished apartment, or
Given
Lowery
Kermit
general motor tune-up work
small house. See Mrs. Charlotge
Dischar
Medical
. . . also a good all-round
te Rowland, 412 Eagle street,
Kermit Lowery, Fredonia,. has
automobile mechanic, 25
1 tp.
Phone 365-W.
been given a medical discharge
years experience, comes to
from the Army, and returned
model
late
buy
WANTED—To
us highly recommended. He
home. He has been awarded the
was in business for himself 5 Room Dwelling on Franklin Purple Heart Medal, having Ford or Plymouth; must be in
Street
good condition. Write P. 0.
at Providence, Ky., for 18
been wounded in the European
Box 325. Princeton, Kentucky.
years.
4 Room Dwelling, N. Darby theater of war.
ltf.
State price.
•
•
•
With this man we are now 2 Room Dwelling, N. Darby
you
FREE: If Excess acid causes
able to take care of more of
Returns To Army Post
pains of Stomach Ulcers, IndiAfter Furlough Home
your vitally important
8
miles
about
Farm
Acre
163
gestion, Heartburn, Belching,
Pvt. Jewell Creasey, Jr., reBloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
turned to Camp Blanding, Fla.,
West of Princeton, Ky.
get free sample, Udga, at DawTuesday morning after spending
23-25tp
11 furlough with his family here. son Drug Store.
• • •
LOST OR STRAYED--500 lb.
Bring us your car troubles
Pvt. Earl Bryant Ends
white-faced heifer; last seen
... We will serve you to the
Here
Home
At
h
Furloug
near the home of Mrs. Fannie
best of our ability and help
Army
the
of
Bryant,
Earl
Pvt.
AGENT
Pool Hulen. Reward for any
you ktep your car running
Air Corps., Selfridge Field,
whereas to
information
Telephone 2.5ak
in this wartime emergency.
Mich., has returned to his base
Mack
call
or
See
abouts
PRINCETON, KY.
after spending a 12-day furlough
1 tp.
Spickard.
with his wife and little son, and
A.
J.
Mrs.
and
heating
coal
Mr.
his parents,
FOR SALE—One
PHONE 628
, stove and pipe. Call 64 or see
There's something mighty satisfying about the
It.
W. L. Granstaff.
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Rotary Sponsors
Marquis, Magician

City Asked For
Cut-Off Pump

Paducah War Plant
Is Being Expanded

How To Reliel
Bronchitis

CREOMULSI

FOB SALE!

Cast Iron
BATH
TUBS

CLASSIFIED ADS

Maxwell
Callaway

MONTGOMERY
WARD

C. A.Woodall
Princeton,

Specializing

At lieseles in Hopkinsville . . .

For Sale

February Furniture Event
Attractive New Stylings Specially Reduced

Automobile Repairs
And Upkeep

In 'Charming Maple
. . Popular Colonial Style Bedroom Suite

John E. Young,

Rowland Motor Co.

OLIV - ILO SOAP
The near lotion toilet soap, large, firm, oval cake at a ridiculous low price. Buy
them by the dozen, regular size cake .. 5c.
Assorted Marshmallow Puff

(
bulk, lb. 23

CAKES

MOTOR OIL
100%

For a delicious dessert

bulk, lb.

MINCE BARS

.95

Pen Rad

22(

toast a few of the mince bars in your oven
and serve them hot, tests like mince pies.

10 quart can

Scott County

16 oz. jar

12(

Hershey Breakfast
Brook's-14 os. bottle

1514

TOMATO CATSUP

tall 15 oz. can 16(

TOMATO SOUP

26 oz. pkg.

RATION FREE

lg. No. 21/2 can 13ft

TENDERONI

BUY IT ON
CONVENIENT
TERMS

108.95

Complete 6-Room Bedroom Group

can

A beautiful 18th Century mahogany bedroom suite, which offers
you the choice of vanity or dresser and the regular chest or lowboy. Springs and mattress are included with the 4-piece suite—

pkg.

at this very special bargain price during February.

Van Camp's Tenderoni

PUMPKIN

SPECIALLY PRICED:

IL Mats at

2 lb. box
1
/

Black Eyed Peas with pork

Colonial style in general and this bedroom suite
in particular. All the good, substantial sturdiness of the early Americans is found in the simple lines of this design. And the entire suite is
in golden, genuine maple. We include the Bed,
Chest, Vanity and Bench.

OPTOMETRIST

Heinz Cream of

Jefferson Island Hexagon

TABLE SALT

Dr. Hanle C. Watt
Pb... US

Phillips—No. 2 can

Bay Brand Maine

ALEWIVES

COCOA

FOR SALE—Baby carriage; prewar, all-metal frame; folding
type. Mrs. John E. Sims.
it.
Phone 9080.

Oil

pure Pennsylvania

BUTTER BEANS

FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
Locker Plant, see—J. E. or K.
R. Cummins, Telephone 441
or 510-J.

144.95
For the Complete
6-Piece Group

New Thiess= (sugarhouse)

bulk, 5 lbs. 45c

RICE

Molasses (plus container) lb.

Save at KEACH'S during this month. More and more people will shop at KEACH'S during February, because they know they will find furniture and home furnishings of the same or better quality

Large jumbo size pkg.

PINTO BEANS

bulk, 5 lbs. 45(
15 oz. jar 24(

RAISIN BRAN

pkg.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
FLORIDA ORANGES

7
lb. (

head

Hot-House

Firm and tender

PARSNIPS

LETTUCE

lb. 124(

lair, to peel, Sweet Florida

10(

FRESH -TOMATOES
Largelucy
SPANISH ONIONS

Email tender

Washington Delicious

YELLOW SQUASH

APPLES extra fancy

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, and Celery.

at lower prices.

Crosstown

Large 4 dos. size

Sweet, full of Juice

TANGARINES

Ask to See
STYLE NO 1196
As Sketched

Skinner's

Lady Betty Brand

MINCE MEAT

POST TOAST1ES

More for your Money all the time.

RED FRONT
CASH dr CARRY STORRS

This sandal with the overlapping strips flatters your
foot in two ways—It makes
your foot look smaller, and
the soft plat/orm makes it

iref•

'Ate*

to fit snugly around your
black
heel. Available in
patent and red, blue, or tan
imitation Heard wih good
Vinyl sole, it's non-rationed
and

ONLY $

2.98

Princeton Shoe
Co.

Many other items throughout the store at BARGAIN PRICES.

Lawson
, -Sofas'
Regular $109.95

-

-

I

Now Only

$89.95

Lamp
Tables

• Floor
Lamps

Reduced to as low as

Sp5Ial price a1

$3.95

#9.85

Boudoir
Chairs
Reduced to

$9.85 & $12.95

Keach Furniture Company
"THE III STORE •- 9 FLOORS OF 9001 FURNITURE"

